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Abstract

Creating organic, life like motion has historically been extremely difficult and costly for
general applications. Traditional structures and robots use rigid components with discrete
joints to produce desired motions but are limited in freedom by the range of motion each
additional component allows. In a traditionally rigid robot complex motion is obtained
through the addition of joints and links. These additions add complexity to a rigid robot
but improve its ability to create motion. Soft robotics aims to overcome the limitations of
traditional robotics by creating integrated actuation and structure which more closely
imitates organic movement. Often the most effective examples to learn from are natural
phenomenon or organisms such as underwater and land based invertebrates.
In pursuit of the goal of effective soft robotics researchers have explored the idea of a
pneumatic elastofluidic actuator, one which expands and deforms in response to applied
pressure. While these systems have demonstrated some limited success, they are often
used either as a single entity or in series with one another to produce novel motions. In
this thesis parallel structures made of these actuators are shown to have the potential to be
extremely powerful and useful for soft robotic applications. These spatial arrangements
of connected and dependent actuators exhibit behaviors impossible for a single actuator.
This research concerns the effective design and construction of these complex parallel
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structures in an attempt to define a method of characterization which produces useful and
desirable spatial architectures and motions.
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Nomenclature
Compliance – In the context of this document an elastic deflection of an element or
member of a structure which stores mechanical energy in a similar manner to a spring.
Soft Robotics – A subset of traditional robotics in which the structural components of a
robot have some level of compliance allowing them to deflect in a way other than their
primary mode of actuation.
Elastofluidic – A term describing a structure which demonstrates some large deflection
and/or complaint behavior when subjected to a fluid pressure.
Freedom Space – A subset of the six spatial degrees of freedom for a point on a structure
in which the point is allowed to move without restriction.
Actuation Space – The degrees of freedom in which a structure can be moved by means
of internal or incorporated force or pressure.
Degree of freedom – One of the six primary directions in a Cartesian coordinate system
in which force and/or motion may occur (translation and rotation in the X,Y, and Z
directions).
Flexible Micro Actuator (FMA) –A specific type of elastofluidic actuator defined and
studied by K. Suzumori and described in his paper published in 1991.
Tri-chambered Actuator (TCA) –A type of elastofluidic actuator with three radial
chambers which can be pressurized to effect some deflection.
Spatial Architecture – An arrangement in multiple dimensions (2D or 3D) of individual
members forming a structure.
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Serial Arrangement – A coordination or linking of members end to end or in such a way
that the deflection of one member does not affect the shape of or stress on another
member directly.
Parallel Arrangement – A coordination or linking of members in such a way that the
deflection of one member directly affects the shape of and/or stress in another member
(usually adjacent).
PDL (Project Development Lab)
PLA - Polylactic acid or polylactide, a common thermoplastic used in 3D printing. This
plastic is used for low force applications due to its brittle nature and low strength.
ABS - Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, a common thermoplastic used in 3D printing. This
plastic is used for low and medium force applications because it has a moderate strength
and toughness.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

Soft robotics as a field has grown steadily for the past few decades. The use of
unconventional materials and geometries has proven valuable in imitating the behavior of
natural systems which are often composed of flexible or elastic materials. Many
biological systems make use of these soft, elastic, and flexible materials to survive in
complex environments. [1] Studying how organisms use soft materials to move in such
unpredictable environments can provide valuable insight for emerging robotic
applications in medicine, search and rescue, disaster response, safety, and even in
footwear. [2] Soft robots open a larger world of possibilities beyond the constraints of
rigid robotic systems. While a traditional “stiff” robot is kinematically non-redundant,
meaning that for each method of actuation there is a single associated degree of freedom,
soft robots have distributed deformation with theoretically infinite degrees of freedom.
[3]
A number of soft actuator systems already exist including soft bodied robots which
imitate worms, caterpillars, and octopi. [2] These systems imitate biological forms to gain
advantages in locomotion, robustness, and dexterity. Soft robots use a variety of flexible
materials to obtain the extreme deformation they often present. A favorite material of the
designers of soft robots is silicone rubber which is both flexible and robust under a
variety of conditions. This material allows for multiple types of actuation including
pneumatics, hydraulics, cable drives, thermo-electric components, and traditional motors.
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Many soft robots are actuated pneumatically because this type of actuation is easily
maintained in research labs and requires limited complex internal structures or
transmission mechanisms. In 1991 several researchers at Yokohama National University
in Japan used silicone rubber and pneumatic actuation to create a flexible micro actuator
(FMA). [4] The researchers devised a mathematical model and basic form of analysis to
describe the tri-chambered, cylindrical actuators that they devised. These actuators were
intended for use in small robotics and were demonstrated for use as an adaptable gripping
mechanism. Figure 1shows several demonstrated gripping motions of these microactuators.

Figure 1: Experimental photographs of micro elastofluidic actuators [4]

While the experiments performed demonstrated a high degree of flexibility and
adaptability, they were limited to using the actuators in a manner which would allow
differentiation of the individual components. As is shown in Figure 1 the experiments
demonstrated some possible uses for the actuators in some limited ways. During
experimentation and analysis the FMAs were never connected directly to each other but
instead were grounded to a single base. This base constrained the actuators but also
restricted them from interacting directly with each other. Because of this the individual
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actuators could be treated as separate entities during analysis. Given the research intent at
the time it was not reasonable to attempt to join FMAs to demonstrate some greater
behavior.
More recently experiments were performed on the same type of actuators to examine the
gripping and lifting capabilities of a single actuator as well as the motion properties of
serially linked actuators. [5] These experiments used actuators with three radial pressure
chambers and a central inextensible core. The results were more promising than those
performed twenty years prior, demonstrating significant motion and directional control
with varied pressures. However, these tests considered only actuators functioning in
series as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Given the large freedom spaces of these
actuators a set placed in series can produce an infinite variety of motions with proper
control. However, they are limited in their ability to transmit useful force, often able to
only move their own weight with no significant additional load. These systems then may
be useful for situations in which extreme flexibility is desirable but further work must be
done to allow these actuators to impart load more effectively.

Figure 2: Two actuators placed in series maintaining position on a mini-cam [6]
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Figure 3: A PDMS core ribbed actuator used to lift a small, lightweight object [6]

The limitations of this type of actuator become more evident when examining the
progress of research in the field. In twenty years no significant new results have been
produced with this type of actuator. No increase in utility has arisen; the marked changes
have been in terms of materials and manufacturing processes, not design.
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This stagnation and ultimately the resulting gap in knowledge is the focus of the research
to be described in the later sections of this document. The design, construction, and
performance of a single elastofluidic actuator are well explored but the interaction of
multiple connected actuators is not yet well known. Given the range of possible
combinations of actuation inherent in a single tri-chambered actuator (TCA) a structure
which includes multiple TCAs could have the ability to produce gross organic motions
with a relatively simple construction.
The focus of this thesis is the research performed to fill this gap in the state-of-the-art.
Transitioning from a single actuator to a coordinated group of TCAs has taken time, but
each step has yielded more information which has been used to develop theory
concerning a mobile structure of elastofluidic actuators. The embodiment of this
experimentation has traversed a range which includes a single actuator, a parallel
triangular arrangement of three actuators, a tetrahedron composed entirely of silicone
rubber, and an octahedron composed entirely of silicone rubber. The latter two of this list
are able to produce significant motion through extreme deformation instigated by internal
actuation. Multiple materials have been explored to optimize the construction and
performance of these structures. Similarly, methods of connection between actuators have
been varied in order to find the most optimal procedure for joining individual
components. Two of these structures are shown in Figure 4: a flexible and controllable
tetrahedron and octahedron activated using internal air pressure.
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Figure 4: Two basic parallel architectures produced at Bucknell University, a tetrahedron and octahedron
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Chapter 2.

Literature Review

a. McKibbins (Contracting) Actuators
Flexible pneumatic actuators come in several varieties, but one way to classify them is as
expanding or contracting. McKibben actuators are contracting pneumatic actuators which
take advantage of non-extensible fibers and robust air bladders to apply a tensile force
along an axis. This type of actuator was first developed for use in artificial limbs in the
1950’s and were given their name at that time. Some variations in McKibben actuators
exist based on fiber angle, internal bladder material, and fiber stiffness. [7] In general a
larger diameter for these actuators creates a greater force output and percentage of length
contraction is independent of overall length. These factors indicate some of the strengths
and weaknesses of McKibben actuators. In order to create high force actuators either high
pressures or larger diameters need to be incorporated. Both of these conditions will result
in an increase in actuator sizing and volume because they require more material be used
in the production of the actuator. Conversely, a McKibben actuator could be miniaturized
but it would directly impact the amount of force that the actuator could output. However,
in the case of a miniature actuator or a normally scaled actuator contraction remains
consistent if the internal fiber angles are the same meaning that theoretical analysis is
simple and effective. Because these actuators apply load in only one direction they affect
a system in extremely predictable but also limited ways. These actuators can apply
limited tension along an axis and can collapse allowing the weight of the system to force
a passive motion as well.
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Miniaturization is often extremely desirable in a flexible system so that it can be used for
a wider variety of applications such as medical. However, according to Volder, Moers,
and Reynaerts, problems arise in the production of McKibben actuators particularly in
sealing. [8] The advantages of miniaturized McKibben actuators are nonetheless evident
since small actuators (diameter 1.5 mm) can produce a 6N force when pressurized to
1MPa at high actuation speeds. The volume of pressurized fluid needed to actuate such a
device is small, so many commercially available compressor systems can handle it
comfortably and quickly. This notes an advantage of miniature McKibben type actuators
in that they can be used to create high speed movements on a small scale. The opposite is
also true; McKibben actuators on larger scales require more volume input which leads to
slower responses or larger compression systems.
Some research has been done to find ways to replace small McKibben actuators because
of their problematic manufacture at small scale and potentially low force output. Using
similar principles like non-extensible reinforcing fibers and actuated contraction newer
types of pneumatic actuators have included an electric component. Specifically, a
dielectric elastomer was theorized as a novel addition to a basic McKibben design
intended to produce contraction by Goulbourne. [9] In a similar manner to McKibben
actuators, activating this type of device would cause axial contraction and produce a
tensile force. However, this type of actuator would be initiated by an applied voltage and
contract along a predictable direction producing force. The advantage of this system is
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the lack of need for pressure sealing or a high pressure input, but this type of actuation is
still being explored.
McKibben type actuators are often used in robotics as analogous to biological muscle. It
is appealing in this way because if behaves in a similar manner; contracting when active
and flexible when not actuated. Variable control to these actuators can produce wide
ranges of motions in correctly designed systems. Often these systems mimic natural
structures like human arms or legs and require little change from the original design.
McKibben type actuators have some inherent nonlinearities which make them more
difficult to control than traditional stiff mechanical components so testing has been
performed to catalog these nonlinearities and use them in design and analysis. [10] Using
simple tests such as measuring applied force and displacement over time the unusual
performance characteristics of this type of actuator were elucidated.
Knowledge of the unique characteristics of McKibben actuators has allowed the design of
many novel systems including variable gearing arrays and robotic limbs. Recent research
from Azizi and Roberts has shown that using the known performance of a single actuator
the effectiveness of a parallel set of these contracting actuators can be known. [11] Like
pennate muscle in nature these parallel sets can be designed to vary gearing ratios
depending on loading conditions. In this case the term “variable gearing” is defined by
Azizi as an adjustable mechanical advantage. This means that depending on whether the
system is supporting a relatively small or relatively large load the orientation of
individual actuators will change allowing more effective support of that applied load.
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This exploration into effective coordinated arrangements of flexible actuators is
important not only for research in McKibben actuators but also in expanding actuators as
has been previously noted.
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As new actuation methods more closely approximate biological systems other natural
phenomenon are explored to be used in conjunction with these flexible systems. The
ability to recuperate and heal is unique to living organisms, but some steps can be taken
to simulate this behavior in mechanical systems by adding redundancy. Research from
Davis and Caldwell showed that this redundancy can take the form of parallel structures
such as in the design of pneumatic actuators with two internal bladders instead of one as
shown in Figure 5. By using two internal bladders the motions produced by an actuator
can continue even if one of the bladders experiences a failure. This is beneficial if the
actuator would be difficult or inconvenient to replace and could extend the lifetime of a
system that uses these actuators. [12] This type of structuring takes advantage of
redundancy and combined effort to develop a more reliable or effective structure.

Figure 5: A schematic of a McKibben type actuator with two internal bladders
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b. Soft Robotics
Soft robotics takes advantage of flexible and elastic materials as well as incorporated
structural components and actuation methods to create motion. These systems are usually
inspired by a specific organism which they are designed and intended to copy.
Frequently inspiration comes from the obvious. For soft robots, what inspiration could be
more suitable than an organism which can hunt and move but has no internal bones? In
this mindset research has been performed on creating a synthetic octopus-like tentacle by
Laschi, Cianchetti, and their associates. This tentacle uses longitudinal fiber actuators and
transverse layered actuators. It also takes advantage of fiber winding and incorporated
non-extensible limitations to direct movements. [13] [14] The result of this design and
experimentation was indeed a flexible actuated tentacle which is capable of performing
rudimentary tasks such as positioning and winding. This system does not yet compare to
a true tentacle, but its behavior is due to structural design and incorporated actuation
making it truly “soft”. Without rigid mechanical components and using a rubber casing
the tentacle mimics the look and feel of a tentacle.
Other organisms inspire the design of soft robots. Caterpillars are a focus of some
research from Rieffel, Trimmer, Lipson, and their associates because a caterpillar’s
undulating locomotion is simple, effective, and can be replicated using soft machines.
Using the principles behind the motion of a caterpillar soft machines can be designed to
fit through holes, flow around obstacles, and climb up walls. [15] This behavior may
limit the need for sensors and sophisticated control systems, replacing them instead with
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robustness and adaptability of the robot. [16] Caterpillars move through a variety of
environments and use limited sensing to perform complex tasks. Specifically, the motion
of the Manduca caterpillar has been studied for these properties because of the unique,
nonlinear, dynamic coupling among its motile components. These couplings link
redundant components which allow complex motions to develop giving the caterpillar a
wider range of possible movements when navigating. By inserting spring and pressure
systems into the body of a caterpillar-like soft machine a primitive form of locomotion
can be created as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Soft robot inspired by Manduca produced at Tufts University

In a similar manner, mimicking a snake or worm has allowed other soft robots to move
through an environment. Designed to absorb more energy than a traditional machine, a
soft machine inherently loses some precision and power but are safer for use around
humans or in dynamic conditions. [17] Using the principles of the motion of snakes,
opposing forces applied along a serpentine path, a simple soft machine was developed by
Onal and Rus to navigate an environment. Incorporated pressurized channels and flexible
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backbones allow this device to operate either remotely using external air pressure or in a
self-contained way using an attached pressure regulator with a limited pressure container.
GoQBot is another example of a soft robot mimicking natural phenomenon. Some
caterpillars use a ballistic rolling escape to evade predators. These caterpillars curl and
use the momentum created to literally roll away in a wheel like shape. [18] This behavior
was explored and adapted for the GoQBot (so named because of the shape made when
effecting a ballistic roll – G – O – Q), which generates motion by curling and rolling, by
Lin, Leisk, and Trimmer. This particular soft machine uses a silicone rubber body formed
to copy a caterpillar and SMA wire (shape memory alloy) which can be activated using
electrical current in order to generate motion. This soft machine can travel two to three
rotations before falling due to instability when given only the initial impulse of energy.
As in nature this method of locomotion is effective only in short bursts, and not as a
means of continued motion.
Alternative methods of actuation for soft machines are varied. In some cases the method
change is as minor as replacing pressurized air with a pressure driven fluid such as water.
In other cases the changes can be more extreme. In the case of one machine examined by
Shepherd, Stokes, and their associates small controlled explosions are the impulse of
choice to create motion. [19] Using methane and pure oxygen a small explosion was used
to initiate pressurization in a soft lithographed tripod. The resulting reaction produces 890
kJ/mol which is controlled so as not to rupture the entire device, but to create pressure
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and movement. The motion resulting from this explosive actuation is demonstrated in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Optical micrographs of a pneu-net while being explosively actuated [19]

Possible damage to a soft machine opens up additional concerns. Because a complex soft
machine that carries pressure is susceptible to puncture or failure in some other way it is
beneficial to have a system of healing incorporated in the device itself. [20] By design
and material selection alone a soft machine which seals itself when punctured was
developed by Shepherd, Stokes, and their group. Using Kevlar fibers and a silicone
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matrix (Ecoflex, Smooth-On Inc.) a healing material was developed. When punctured the
material naturally forms a seal by pushing fresh crack surfaces against each other,
allowing those crack surfaces to conform to each other, and applying internal pressure to
maintain the compression. These actuators are highly conformable and adaptable, and the
ability to seal automatically makes them invaluable research targets.
Mobility and adaptive responses to a variety of situations are benefits inherent to soft
machines. Some research has taken the idea of adaptive response further than simple
navigation and robustness to camouflage. [21] Following the design of the soft
quadrapedal walker developed at Harvard University a simple walking design was
developed by a group including Morin and Shepherd. Included in this design was the
ability to insert fluids of varying colors to create both visible and infrared camouflage.
Using the internal actuation channels along with an external sheet of micro channels used
only for the injection of color or temperature controlled fluid this research developed a
method by which to add adaptable color disguise to an existing walking robot. Because
the method of actuation and the method of camouflage are linked the addition of the
coloring adds no significant complexity to the system but provides increased function and
effectiveness.

c. Soft Expanding Actuators
Research involving soft expanding actuators is linked to many of the previously
discussed soft robots. Several of those designs incorporate some expanding actuator in
their function by the nature of their construction and use. Research focused specifically
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on soft expanding pneumatic actuators is limited, but covers a wide range of developed
motions.
According to Martinez, Fish, and their group soft expanding actuators allow pneumatic
soft robots to accomplish simple types of motions using their sometimes highly nonlinear
responses to actuation. [5] The inclusion of additional strengthening components changes
these behaviors in some ways such as adding origami paper reinforcement to the
structure. Let alone some expanding actuators can be designed to perform selected tasks,
but adding fiber reinforcement often makes directing motion more controllable and
effective. Recent research has added paper backings and internal structures to well
explored flexible actuators in order to create more adaptive motions. Linear contracting
mechanisms similar to McKibben actuators were created using axially parallel strips of
paper in a rubber matrix which allowed the rubber to expand cross axially. The basic
molding process and motion are both demonstrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Contracting pressurized actuator in various stages of molding and actuation. [5]

In a similar manner a folded origami form was covered in a rubber matrix to create a
pressurized extending actuator as demonstrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Extending pressurized actuator in various stages. [5]

These basic principles of restricting movement in some freedom directions are used in the
creation of all soft actuators. By restricting some directions of expansion controllable
behaviors can be produced.
More simple actuators have been made using a PDMS core for stability and strength.
Using embedded pneumatic networks a simple but omnidirectional device was created by
Martinez, Branch, and their associates using soft lithographic molding. This device has
three channels surrounding a non-extensible core which can be pressurized. [6] The result
of this endeavor was the creation of highly flexible expanding actuators which
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demonstrate simple tentacle like behavior. Pressurizing the channels causes the device to
curl in a direction opposite the pressurization. Additionally, the included core allows
several unique applications to be effected including: micro camera positioning, fluid
transport by suction, needle positioning, and simple gripping (wrapping).
To create unique singular motions in these expanding elastofluidic actuators Krishnan
examined fiber reinforcement for direction control. [22] While an individual actuator can
often only produce a single type of limited motion, that motion can be governed and
controlled using inextensible fibers included in their construction. These fiber reinforced
elastomeric enclosures (FREEs) often take the form of cylindrical objects with internal
channels meant to contain air pressure and perform some motion. The addition of fibers
along the exterior in helical or intersecting helical patterns helps to direct motion and
force when the FREEs expand.
Changing the specific angle of the fibers used in the construction of FREEs can change
the overall behavior of the FREEs in terms of load bearing and percentage expansion.
Careful design and knowledge from testing allows these actuators to surpass in some
ways an actuator that is only defined by a single material property.
This type of FREE has been examined for use in limited parallel configurations as well
by Bishop-Moser. [23] These examinations note the advantages of linking these actuators
in parallel as the addition of possible actuated motions to a system. While a single
actuator can only produce some limited motion, usually one, a group of linked actuators
can theoretically produce one motion for each actuator in the system and additional
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motions when actuated simultaneously. A simple version of this combination is shown in
Figure 10. The result then is an increase in the number of possible actuated degrees of
freedoms that exceeds the number of actuators added to a system. For example, two
actuators that bend when actuated may be linked in an opposing manner so that a single
actuator when activated causes system bending but both simultaneously activated cause
system translation.

Figure 10: Schematic of two simple extensible actuators linked in parallel [23]

d. FACT
Notable research has been documented on the effective combination of flexural elements
and the synthesis of systems incorporating multiple flexural elements. Primary in this
focus is a method called FACT, freedom and constraint topology, which is a method of
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synthesis based on geometric entities which are generally applicable introduced by
Hopkins and Culpepper. [24] [25]FACT was created in a way that allows more
systematic design of parallel flexural systems; systems which use linked flexible
elements to create or limit multiple degrees of freedom.
In a very basic sense FACT examines the mobility and limitations of a specific flexure
form, such as a flexible beam, and creates a table of basic flexures with noted degrees of
freedom and degrees of constraint. In essence FACT can be used to generate flexible
systems by combining multiple flexures in specific ways to generate the motion desired.
As a basic example, FACT defines the motion of a cartwheel hinge as rotation about a
single axis as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: FACT visual analysis of a cartwheel hinge [25]

A cartwheel hinge is comprised of two slender flexible elements joined by two rigid
supports in an “x” shape. So long as the flexible elements are not connected at their
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centers the range of motion of this type of structure is extremely high. In the figure
shown the cartwheel hinge is indicated to have a single degree of freedom, rotation.
While in practice this is not true, for the purposes of a simple example it will be sufficient
to assume so.
The degrees of freedom not allowed by the geometry comprise a constraint space for the
structure. Given six degrees of freedom in space any degree of freedom not allowed by
the shape or function of a structure can be considered a constraint space, the directions
that are not free for motion. In a cartwheel hinge the constraint space is made up of five
degrees of freedom: three translational and two rotational. The remaining degree of
freedom is the axis of rotation of the hinge.
A cartwheel hinge rotates about a single axis denoted by the red line in Figure 11 so
rotation in an axis perpendicular to it is not possible. However, a second hinge could be
linked in serial connection with the first one to allow rotation about two axes. If the
second hinge rotated about an axis perpendicular to the first then a second useful degree
of freedom would be added to the system.
Using simple methodologies such as this along with the library of flexures that is
included with FACT a system which is free to move in only a certain way can be
designed and constructed. This is the primary benefit of FACT as applied to well defined
and inextensible flexures. Further analysis of the limitations of FACT has been
performed to take into account the non-ideal behaviors of real systems. [26] [27] As
noted above, real systems may behave in manners other than as predicted by theoretical
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analysis. A cartwheel hinge can rotate about a second axis if built as shown in the figure
above, but is not generally analyzed for that motion because it is not the ideal use of that
particular structure.
When the constraints of a system are not ideal the system may behave in a manner other
than predicted. In true practice if the mechanical components of a flexure system are not
ideal the freedom spaces of the individual components will become indistinguishable.
The degree to which these interactions may inhibit known performance is partially
explored. The inclusion of elastofluidic actuators into FACT itself may require careful
examination in order to ensure that the overlap of freedom spaces do not present
unexpected problems or conflicts.
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Chapter 3.

Design and Fabrication of Individual Actuators

This chapter describes the design decisions involved in the creation of the cylindrical
actuator used for this thesis. These design decisions include the geometry of the
actuators, the material used to create them, and the manufacturing processes involved in
producing them. Lessons learned from previous attempts at creating tri-chambered
actuators are included here where they affected the final embodiment of the actuators.

a. Design of a Cylindrical Actuator

Initial exploration into elastofluidic actuators at Bucknell University mimicked those
produced at Harvard University. These planar actuators used a series of internal rib
structures to create less expandable points around which the shape would expand and
bend. These areas of varying stiffness create paths which determined how the entire
structure could bend. The geometry of each actuator could be tailored to create specific
single motions, and linking multiple actuators together could produce some novel
interactions. These actuators were low pressure and had limited mobility when compared
to the complexity of the shapes.
Current iterations of elastofluidic actuators moved away from the planar rectangular type
of actuator into spatial actuators. This is to say that the current actuators are in effect
three single plane actuators combined together to create a structure with three channels
along its length which can be inflated concurrently to produce motions in any direction.
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Given simple on/off control the actuators can produce seven distinct motions: six bending
motions and one pure extension.
The first generation of these actuators made at Bucknell incorporated internal channels
with a curved trapezoid cross section or a partial circle area. This was due to the process
by which the insert used to mold the internal channels was created, and did not adversely
affect the performance of the actuators. However, elementary structural analysis would
indicate that in a cross section the area of greatest stress would occur at a sharp corner in
the vicinity of loading. These actuators had such an edge which may have partially
limited their overall pressure capacity. The mold and cross section are shown in Figure
12.

Figure 12: ABS 3D Printed mold for a four chamber actuator (left) and an approximation of the created cross
section (right)

These actuators were bulky and ineffective at creating large motions because of their
poor length to width ratio. The actuator constructed using the mold shown above also had
one more pressure channel when closed than was required and so was over-actuated for
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the motions it was able to produce. From the issues inherent with the first generations of
actuator a new concept was derived and attempted using much smaller diameter
actuators. These actuators had a more favorable length to width ratio but required a more
precise mold to create. An aluminum mold was machined in the Bucknell Project
Development Lab (PDL) which had internal chambers formed by a cylinder with material
removed leaving curved triangular sections as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Aluminum machined mold for a simple three chambered actuator

These actuators also did not provide the results that showed enough promise to continue
using them. While the mold was constructed with multiple channels intended to make
four different sized actuators none of those sizes produced appropriate deflection or held
enough pressure to be useful even as research subjects. Given the significant volume of
the chambers and the possibility for stress concentration at the sharp corners these
actuators failed at low pressures.
The material and time costs of creating aluminum molds which were not guaranteed to
provide the desired results were too significant so the next attempts at creating effective
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actuators returned to 3D printed molds. By printing molds several iterations could be
made and tested over a short period of time (days as opposed to weeks or months with
aluminum molds). Test molds were printed with multiple chambers of varying sizes to
allow for several tests with a single mold like the one shown in Figure 14. Once again
these molds failed to create actuators useful for experimentation or complex spatial
combinations.

Figure 14: ABS 3D printed mold attempt at a more complex actuator mold based on the aluminum version

The next generation of these actuators emerged when the availability of 3D printed molds
increased. Due to the unique ability of a 3D printer to create numerous complex shapes
the molds were allowed to become more complex to incorporate end caps, steel rods, and
snap fits. These complex molds produced a simple cross sectional geometry as indicated
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Generic cross section of a cylindrical elastofluidic actuator

The geometry of these cylindrical spatial actuators included three cylindrical channels
placed radially inside a cylindrical body. Because of the dimensional tolerances and
accuracy of available 3D printers as well as the overall build window and the viscosity of
the fluid used the length to width ratio of these actuators was limited to 6:1.
One of the molds used to make this version of actuator is shown in Figure 16. This mold
used seven separate components: two end caps, two body sections, and three internal rods
with a diameter of 0.25 in. The full diameter of the actuator created was 0.75 in.

Figure 16: Multiple views of ABS 3D printed mold with fixed rods to create internal chambers
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These large actuators performed more favorably than any previous version but were only
effective as single entities. Once these actuators were placed in a parallel spatial structure
their mobility was extremely limited. This result initiated a redesign which brought the
concept to its current generation.
The current generation of these cylindrical actuators is a result of several changes to
improve behavior specifically for spatial geometries. The cylindrical cross section was
reduced from 0.75 in. to 0.5 in. and the internal channels were reduced to 0.125 in. This
allowed the length to width to be brought up to between 8:1 and 9:1 which greatly
improved performance. In addition, a new silicone rubber was used in the molding
process which was less viscous while molded meaning that the high viscosity which
affected the regularity of the cross section during the molding process was less of an
issue. The final cross section of the current actuators is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Final dimensions of the cylindrical elastofluidic actuator
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b. Material Selection of Silicone Rubbers
The materials and methods used to create the silicone rubber actuators varied heavily
from first inception to current construction. Based on the elasticity necessary to allow
expansion and bending the most logical materials to examine were rubbers of varying
structural properties. Eventually the material “Dragon Skin 10 Medium” from SmoothOn
was selected because of its properties once cured and its ability to be mixed in useful
quantities and molded.
This material was used for both the planar actuators and the initial stages of the
cylindrical actuators. The dragon skin, once cured into the desired shape, had good
structural properties and allowed significant expansion before demonstrating permanent
deformation or catastrophic failure. This allowed testing at a wide range of input
pressures and repeat trials of the actuators. For most tests any actuator failure resulted
from some imperfection in the molding process (i.e. bubbles, ridges, or stress tears) and
not from exceeding the loading limit of the material itself.
The “dragon skin” material worked effectively, but had some drawbacks. When mixed it
was highly viscous and so was difficult to pour into moderately sized molds. It was not
possible to simply pour this particular mixture into a mold with minimal cross section
because the material would not fill the cavities fully leaving areas of significant weakness
on the actuators. Additionally, the cure time for the particular variety of “dragon skin”
used was several hours meaning that testing could not occur until at least a full day after
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molding. This was in part because once the actuator was removed from the mold other
processes were initiated on it to close open ports or add pressure tubing.
Subsequently, a new material was explored; “Mold Star 16 FAST” from SmoothOn. This
two part rubber mixture presented similar material properties to the “Dragon skin”
allowing for similar air pressure systems to be used without alteration. However, this
material was less viscous when poured and cured significantly faster. In contrast to
several hours the “Mold Star” cured in thirty minutes meaning that work could progress
much faster.
SmoothOn lists various material properties for its products to compare different types of
silicones. These properties include mixed viscosity, specific gravity, specific volume, pot
life, cure time, shore A hardness, tensile strength, 100% modulus, elongation at break, die
B tear strength, and color of material. Of these material properties the most pertinent for
this research were mixed viscosity, cure time, 100% modulus, and elongation at break. A
comparison of these properties between Dragon Skin 10 Medium and Mold Star 16 Fast
is shown in the table below.
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Table 1: Material Properties for Two Types of Silicone Rubber

Dragon Skin 10 Medium

Mold Star 16 Fast

Mixed Viscosity (cps)

23,000 cps

12,500 cps

Cure Time (h)

5 hours

0.5 hours

100% Modulus (psi)

22 psi

55 psi

Elongation at Break (%)

1000%

440%

The differences between the two rubbers make the Mold Star a better material for making
simple cylindrical actuators. The Dragon Skin initially was too viscous to pour into
molds, took an excessive time to cure, and could not accommodate the pressures needed
to deform in a way that would apply useful force. The variety of Mold Star selected for
the newer generation of actuators solves these issues. The mixed viscosity of the Mold
Star is just over half of the mixed viscosity of the Dragon Skin meaning that it flows
through small crevices more easily and allows air bubbles to evacuate more quickly. This
improved the consistency of molded products immensely. Older actuators often had air
bubbles mixed throughout which became stress concentrations and points of rupture
because these bubbles once created could not be removed. The best way to ensure that
these bubbles were not present was to mix using an airtight pump arrangement but at the
time this system was not available. The Mold Star was less viscous and so allowed these
bubbles to be removed simply by tapping the mold on a surface to stimulate motion
within the material.
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Cure time was the second benefit of changing material. While a long cure time did not
adversely affect the final product, it did limit the rate at which new actuators could be
produced and tested. Many varieties of Mold Star are available with differing cure times.
The shortest possible cure time was selected because the original intent for the new
material was to use it in the continuous extrusion process described in the next section.
The limited length of the die and tubing used in this application necessitated a short cure
time so that continuous extrusion could be accomplished. This short cure time also
allowed hand mixed prototypes to be produced quickly so that multiple iterations would
only take hours, not several days as was previously the case. This fast turnaround allowed
many small changes to the design of the actuator and molding system as well as same day
production and testing. This was an essential component of the ultimate goal of making
connected structures with incorporated actuators.
The last major benefit of the change in material was its modulus of elasticity. The Dragon
Skin used had a tendency to rupture before enough pressure could be applied internally to
produce useful force. In addition, the material was so soft that it had difficulty supporting
its own weight when cantilevered. The Mold star had twice the elastic modulus of the
Dragon Skin which factored into its ability to support loading which was perpendicular to
the central axis of the actuator. As discussed later, the actuators can be analyzed as
simple beams of regular cross section which support loading differently depending on the
elastic modulus of the material.
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The elastic modulus of these rubbers is reported by SmoothOn as “100% Modulus”, the
elastic modulus of the material which it is already extended to twice its original length.
This metric is useful primarily for comparing the two products, but not for theoretical
analysis of material behavior. The 100% modulus of Mold Star is twice that of Dragon
Skin meaning generally that an extension of equal amounts to a sample of both materials
takes twice the input force for Mold Star as it does for Dragon Skin. Though internal
pressure to the actuator channels may not factor linearly, this material property does
indicate that the Mold Star will more effectively sustain applied pressures and is more
likely to support its own weight when cantilevered than the Dragon Skin for identical
geometries.

The balancing cost of these material properties is a decrease in the amount of elongation
at break for the material. Dragon Skin was reported to have 1000% elongation at break
meaning that to tear the material a sample would have to be stretched to ten times its
initial length in a single direction. The Mold Star was reported to have only a 440%
elongation at break; less than half of what the Dragon Skin was capable of. This change
was not a significant issue for the production or use of actuators made of the Mold Star
even though they could sustain a smaller amount of geometry change.
If the actuators researched had been consistently pressurized to a level which caused
rupture the amount of elongation at break would have been a significant factor. However,
as previously stated most of the Dragon Skin actuators ruptured from internal air bubbles
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causing a weak point or stress concentrations due to geometry. As such, the change to
Mold Star silicone did not diminish the amount of geometry change that an actuator could
allow since the Mold Star reduced the probability of material inconsistencies and the
geometry of a cylindrical actuator with round internal channels removed areas of higher
stress due to shape.
Thus, the change from Dragon Skin to Mold Star presented mainly benefits to the
production and behavior of the actuators. The reason that this material change was not
implemented earlier in the process of designing and creating new actuators was likely
legacy. Since the Dragon Skin was initially used to make flat actuators with complex
internal channels which were constructed by adhering two separate parts of an actuator
together its semi-translucent appearance was useful to allow visual confirmation of
adhesion or quick troubleshooting in the event of a failure. This property was used in this
way for the duration of the work with planar actuators, but once research focus changed
to work with cylindrical actuators the semi-translucent nature of the material became
incidental. While visual evaluation of material consistency was possible, it was not
necessary for cylindrical actuators which were simple enough in geometry to be
physically examined for discontinuities through touch or by pressurizing. Adhesion
between two components of the same actuator was not needed for cylindrical actuators so
visual confirmation for a step of assembly was not used.
Research in expanding actuators moved between several students in this time and
successive students likely either assumed that there was no choice in materials or did not
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realize that the semi-transparent coloring of the material was no longer a useful feature of
the silicone. Once the comparative material properties are examined it becomes obvious
that to counter the issues with prior generations of actuators a new material is useful, but
without this step the choice to use the material already available in the lab seems logical.
As noted, the Mold Star was an obvious choice for a change in material, but even when
first used not enough was known about its material properties to perform a complete
analysis of a single actuator or an entire structure of them. While the 100% modulus
listed was useful to compare two silicones produced by the same company the actuators
were rarely used in such a stretched state. More often they were used at or near a minimal
internal pressure (atmospheric). In this state a true elastic modulus would be a far more
useful metric of comparison and analysis.

To quantify the true material properties of the Mold Star a RSA3 Rheometrics System
Analyzer from TA Instruments was used. This piece of equipment is capable of a wide
range of tests. In this case it was used for dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) to
quantify the material properties of a silicone. For a useful analysis both the elastic
modulus and shear modulus of the material were needed. Shear is dependent on both
material and rate, so it was tested dynamically. To be a useful comparison the elastic
modulus was also tested dynamically, though its value remains mostly constant over a
range of dynamic frequencies.
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For both of these tests a series of material samples were needed. For elastic modulus
testing a tensile specimen is needed; a small piece of material with a known cross section
that can be stretched while both the extension and applied force are recorded. For shear
modulus two identical specimens were sandwiched in a fixture which applied a shearing
load to the samples by shifting the surfaces that the sample was sandwiched between.
This particular fixture is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: "Shear Sandwich" Fixture of RSA3 Machine Used to Gather Material Properties
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To create a useful comparison the material samples had to be from the same batch of
silicone. Since not all batches cure with identical properties based on mixture rates and
environmental conditions these samples were created as a representation of ideal
conditions. The environment in which they were created was cleaned and cleared of any
debris that could contaminate the mold. The silicone pumped into the mold was later
covered with a protective sheet of plastic so that no outside material would fall into the
silicone as it cured.

Figure 19: Sample mold and scoring guide

The silicone samples were molded as large rectangular sections. Later, a template with
grooves was used as a guide for a razor blade so that the small pieces would have
identical geometries. Both the mold and template are shown in Figure 19. The length,
width and thickness of the test specimens were carefully controlled so that the pieces
would fit appropriately in the RSA3. Length and width were defined by laser etched
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cavities in a sheet of acrylic while thickness was determined by the thickness of the sheet
itself. The piece of plastic used to shield the samples from external contamination was
also used to compress the silicone before cure and evacuate excess material.
With assistance from Dr. Kat Wakabayashi both tensile and shear specimens were
prepared and tested. Because elastic and shear moduli are used to calculate a Poisson’s
ratio for a material and shear is tested dynamically both the tensile and shear specimens
were examined dynamically so that their values could be correlated.
The tensile specimen was clamped into two vices along the same axis, one mobile and
one fixed. When activated one vice oscillated with a small amplitude (0.0008 in) at
varying frequencies ranging from 1000 Hz to 0.6 Hz. At each frequency the displacement
and resistance was recorded and displayed as an elastic modulus.
A similar process was used to evaluate the shear specimens. As shown in Figure 18 a
“Shear Sandwich” fixture was used to hold and test the samples. This particular type of
fixture was in effect a vice which could be tightened around a fixed inner component
with sample material as a barrier between the inner and outer pieces. Just as with the
tensile specimen the sample was perturbed with a small oscillation at varying frequencies
from 1000 Hz to 0.1 Hz. The resulting data was recorded and reported as varying values
of shear moduli for the material. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 20 below.
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Figure 20: Elastic and Shear Modulus Test Results (Pa v. Frequency)

As shown in the plot above the elastic modulus at 1 Hz is approximately 85% of the
reported 100% modulus for the material as provided from SmoothOn. The value found
was near 3.22 x 105 Pa (46.7 psi) for elastic modulus. While this correlation is not an
indicator of any type of trend for the material properties of the silicone rubber used when
subjected to extension the value did allow for a more comprehensive examination of the
material and actuators made from the material.
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Varied test frequencies were selected to examine the variance of the material properties
over a range of rates. Elastic modulus was consistent over the range but shear modulus
increased with increasing frequency which correlates with rate of shear. Values for
analysis were selected at the 1Hz frequency based on the low speed of actuation of the
material under the conditions for this research. While both tests were useful the elastic
modulus was essential for comparison to reported values and other general materials.
This material property was also verified as described later using practical testing of the
tri-chamber actuators in small deformation tests. This examination of the silicone chosen
verified that it was appropriate for use in the cylindrical actuators assuming that it could
be mixed and applied to a mold while maintaining consistent and continuous material
properties.

Figure 21: Sample plot of various stress/ strain curves for a variety of materials
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For the purposes of this research and testing it was reasonable to assume small strain as
compared to the full strain possible for the material used. Figure 21 shows a comparison
of the stress strain behavior of several materials. Silicone rubbers would most likely
exhibit similar behavior to either epom (gum) or natural rubber (gum) over the full range
of their strain. However, for the experimentation detailed in this thesis no strain values
exceeding 50% were ever approached. This indicates that for an elastic material such as
silicone rubber it is unlikely that any dramatic changes in stress/ strain behavior would
arise during experimentation. The material used would exhibit a linear stress/ strain
behavior when actuated to the extent used here.

c. Production of Cylindrical Actuators
To improve on the usefulness of this material a pressure driven pumping system was
constructed. Using a pair of peristaltic pumps and a static in-line mixer the material could
be mixed at will in larger quantities and could be pressure driven into molds to fill
smaller orifices and crevices. Additionally, using a pressure driven system with an
incorporated mixing element meant that no air bubbles would be introduced into the
material improving the materials consistency of the finished actuators. Using this method
the smaller (0.5” diameter) cross section actuators were made. Initially these actuators
were produced in a single actuator mold for testing. A new mold was designed and
machined once the system was functioning properly to minimize waste from the process
and to increase the number of actuators produced easily.
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The peristaltic pump arrangement used two Masterflex pumps with Masterflex L/S pump
heads for precision tubing to drive the individual parts of the silicone mixture from their
reservoirs and into a mixing section. The mixing section consisted of a simple “Y” fitting
with ribbed connections and eight inches of polyacetal static in-line mixing elements
from Cole Parmer. All tubing used was 0.25 in. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing
cut to length for the application because it would not react chemically with the silicone
mixture and was flexible enough to be used for peristalsis. The pump arrangement is
shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Dual peristaltic pump arrangement for mixing a two part silicone rubber
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The two types of molds employed use a similar design; a tubular section which creates
the outer diameter and insert rods which maintain the internal cavities. The single mold
was based on previous mold iterations and was open at one end with the ability to drive
flow into the base. The mold was constructed from aluminum sections which aligned
with pins and held a PTFE Teflon tube in place. Threaded into the PTFE tube was a
barbed fitting which attached to the tubing leading from the pump system. A threaded
compression nut was also fit to the die, though in practice it was not needed to hold the
tube in place. The rods used to define the internal geometry of the actuators were 1/16”
precision steel rods inside of 1/8” PTFE tubing. The steel allowed the tubing to maintain
a consistent position within the chamber, but could not have directly contacted the
silicone because the contact between steel and silicone would have created adhesion that
was too difficult to overcome. The geometry of the die itself allowed for two contact
points for the internal guide rods so that accurate positioning could be assured. The rods
were held in place using interference fits and the deformable nature of PTFE. The CAD
model and the physical prototype of the mold are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
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Figure 23: CAD design for a silicone rubber extrusion die

Figure 24: Physical version of a silicone rubber extrusion die

This mold was intended to be a continuous extrusion die, but upon experimentation it was
found that the rubber would not flow continuously and cure appropriately in this
configuration. Because this device could not be used for continuous extrusion it was
instead used as a single actuator mold. However, the amount of material used to create an
actuator was equivalent to the amount of waste material in the system and the system
itself took a significant time to set up and use.
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Significant effort was put into achieving continuous extrusion using this extrusion die.
With assistance from Dr. Brandon Vogel and Dr. Erin Jablonski of Bucknell University a
variety of chemical, environmental, and procedural changes were made to the silicone
and the process by which it was extruded to better achieve continuous extrusion. Chief
among these changes was the modulation of curing temperature by use of a heated water
bath.

Curing of most two part silicone mixtures is directly impacted by the temperature of the
mixture. Generally a higher cure temperature correlates to a faster curing time and a
lower cure temperature to a slower curing time. For the silicone tested here this was the
case, and immersing the extrusion die in a temperature controlled water bath sped up the
rate of cure of the material. However, this expedited cure did not yield a desirable result
as the disparity in the temperature of the material in different parts of the system
ultimately caused the die to clog and for the system to stall.

This stall resulted because warm water permeating the mold caused the leading edge of
the silicone to cure almost instantly, but all subsequent silicone was insulated by the
PTFE Teflon tubing and the curing silicone which increased its thermal resistance as a
greater volume cured from the leading edge backwards. Various combinations of heating,
immersion, pump speed, and pump pressure were used to attempt to produce a viable
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extrusion but ultimately it was determined that a two part liquid silicone rubber could not
be extruded in this way and that molding would still be the most efficient option for the
content of this particular research.

An additional concern with the material produced using this continuous extrusion method
is internal stress. Given that the input to the system was a pressure driven viscous fluid
and the main resistance came from friction inside the barrel a ballooning effect was
created with each attempt to extrude material. This ballooning creates internal pressure in
the finished product due to the material curing from the outside in. Higher pressure
material is injected into the cured outer shell and forces expansion. If this material were
to actually extrude from the barrel it is likely that the internal chambers would have
closed on themselves and the outer diameter would have expanded unpredictably from
the internal forces. The material was allowed to cure inside the barrel meaning that the
actuators kept the shape of the barrel once removed, but the internal stresses may have
changed the performance of the actuators made in this way.

This internal pressure issue was noted and considered when designing the next method of
production for actuators. While pumping the fluid mixture was not totally disregarded the
pressure buildup was accounted for. Relief holes and other similar features common to
different types of molds were the most reasonable and effective solution to the issue and
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could be implemented in a simple mold where they could not be in a continuous
extrusion process.
Once the limitations of the extrusion die were determined a larger mold with eleven
channels was designed and machined in Bucknell’s Project Development Lab. This new
mold was fed by the same peristaltic pump system but allowed the production of more
actuators in a similar molding time same time. For testing involving a single actuator this
was not significant time savings, but for the construction of parallel structures this was
essential because each structure uses multiple actuators (a tetrahedron is the simplest
fully silicone structure created and uses six actuators). The CAD version of the mold is
shown below. It was designed with simple internal geometries so that it could be
machined manually as opposed to needing a CNC operation.
The mold itself was designed as a two part mold with thirty three additional rods for the
creation of internal chambers. While this number is significant for the size and product of
the mold it was the simplest means by which to create many identical actuators
simultaneously. These rods were cut air hardening tool steel with a 0.125 in. diameter
chosen because their dimensional tolerances would not be likely to change over time in a
lab environment. Additionally, the tool steel had a higher stiffness than materials such as
stainless steel which made deflection within the mold during operation less likely. For a
long and thin rod this was a vital consideration.
Twelve ¼ - 20 bolts were used to clamp the mold halves together. These bolts were
spaced regularly across the mold surface to provide a uniform clamping force which
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reduced the possibility of mold separation during operation and allowed for minimal
flashing formation. These bolts were threaded directly into the HDPE (High density
polyethylene) plastic from which the mold halves were machined. This plastic was
selected because of its low coefficient of friction which, like PTFE, would limit the
pressure needed from the pumps to drive silicone into the mold. However, the low
material strength of HDPE allowed the bolts to imprint on the mold surface and strip the
threads from the holes when over tightened reducing the mold’s effectiveness over
repeated uses. This did not affect the actuators produced enough to warrant any changes
to the design of the mold or its operation. A CAD model of the mold, the mold itself, and
the molded actuator blanks are shown in Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27.

Figure 25: CAD model of the multiple device mold constructed for laboratory use at Bucknell University
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Figure 26: Closed mold and open mold with accessories used for creating actuators

Figure 27: De-molded actuator blanks before trimming and sealing

For all molding processes once the rubber cured in the mold it was removed. To be used
as an actuator one end of the cylinder was sealed and the other had tubing inserted to
carry air pressure from a manifold to the device. The inserted tubing was platinum cured
silicone tubing with a 0.125 in. outer diameter and 0.0625 in. inner diameter purchased
from Cole Parmer. To seal the end a SmoothOn product called “Sil-poxy” was used. This
adhesive bonds silicone rubber to silicone rubber and cures into a form of the rubber
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itself making it extremely useful for this application. It was additionally used to connect
silicone tubing to the actuators to carry air pressure.
The procedure used to create these actuators did not vary significantly between iterations.
In the most basic sense it followed the list of steps below. Listed below each step is the
specific information for the current iteration of actuator as it was produced.
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1. Prepare the mold
a. Mold halves were cleaned and cleared of debris then bolted together. The
rods were inserted through both ends of the mold to ensure proper
alignment. A threaded to barbed adapter was inserted into the feed hole.
2. Prepare the silicone
a. Both reservoirs of the pump system were filled to an appropriate amount
with the silicone components. Eight inches of static in line mixer were
inserted into the feed tube and connected both to the pump output and the
mold. The pumps were set to the same flow rate.
3. Mix silicone components to begin curing
a. The pumps were turned on and the silicone allowed to flow into the mold.
Mixing occurred in the static mixer section of the tubing.
4. Inject the silicone into the mold
a. The connected tubing allowed the silicone to flow into the mold. Pressure
from the peristaltic pumps ensures equal quantities of both parts injected
evenly.
5. Evacuate air from the mold
a. Air vents at the other end of the mold allowed the displaced air to escape.
6. Seal the mold if necessary
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a. Modeling clay was used to plug the air vents once a chamber was
completely filled. This created enough back pressure to drive flow into the
next chamber. The process repeated until all chambers were filled.
7. Allow time to cure
a. Cure time for the silicone used was thirty minutes. For most moldings
several hours to several days were allowed for cure time. Generally this
length of time was determined by the need for new actuators.
8. Disassemble mold and remove actuator blank(s)
a. A keyed drill chuck was used to clamp the ends of the steel rods and
remove them from the mold. This ensured good griping force and a large
area to hold when removing the rods manually. The rods were removed
before splitting the mold because once the material cured the rods could
not be left in.
9. Trim excess material and cut actuator blank(s) to length
a. Flashing was peeled off and the actuator blanks were measured and cut to
length using a razor.
10. Insert tubing into one end of the actuator and seal with adhesive
a. Small silicone tubing was inserted ¼ inch into the actuator and glued in
place using Sil-poxy.
11. Seal the opposite end of the actuator with adhesive and allow time to set
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a. Sil-poxy was used as a cap for the actuators. Enough was applied to the
end of the actuators to fully cover the three internal chambers and bond to
the silicone around them.
12. Test each chamber for leaks by applying pressure up to the limit of testing
specifications
a. A small barbed to leur fitting was inserted into the pressure tubes and a
syringe used to pressurize each chamber manually. Careful observation
was made to monitor for leaks or surface discontinuities that would
indicate probable failure.
From the process described here a large quantity of actuators were produced for use both
in the testing and characterization of individual actuators as well as more complex
parallel arrangements of those actuators. The refinement of these actuators was an
essential step in the creation of more complex structures because their behavior directly
affects the performance of those structures.
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Chapter 4.

Theoretical and Experimental Characterization of

Individual Actuators
a. Simple Beam Theory
The behavior of an elastofluidic actuator is difficult to accurately model for large
deflections. This is because the large deflection of the actuator requires significant
deformation of the structure of the actuator itself. This dramatically changes the geometry
of the actuator’s cross section as well at its length and shape to some extent. The effects
of this cross section change represent a geometric nonlinearity due to the shape of the
actuator itself. In addition, the material selected has the ability to achieve 400% strain,
but at that amount of strain material nonlinearities may also arise. Some approximations
can be made to examine behavior in these ranges of large deformation, but a more
effective method is to use small deflection beam theory to predict behavior at larger
deflections.
For this particular application an analysis of the actuator as a simple prismatic beam of
constant cross section can be used to predict deflection due to external applied loading.
The equations defined for simple beams are valid only for infinitesimal deflection. They
are also based on standard beam deflection assumptions for a flexible beam fixed at one
end with a constant cross section and material properties. In a normal engineering
application this would not be an issue because a beam is not generally intended to deflect
to any significant amount or change material properties. These equations are based on the
length, cross section, and modulus of elasticity of a beam as shown below:
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𝛩=

𝑇𝑟 ∗𝐿
𝐺∗𝐽

Equation of angular twist given axial moment

(1)

Shaft length L, Moment of area J, Material constant G, and resisting torque T
𝑃∗𝐿2

𝛩 = − 2∗𝐸∗𝐼

Equation of slope given cross axial endpoint force

(2)

Shaft length L, Force P, Modulus E, moment of inertia I
𝛩=

𝑀∗𝐿
𝐸∗𝐼

Equation of slope given cross axial endpoint moment

(3)

Shaft length L, Moment M, Modulus E, moment of inertia I
The equations for this theoretical analysis are analogous with Hooke’s law for the
deformation of a spring as follows:
𝐹 =𝑘∗𝑥

Hooke’s law for spring force

(4)

Force F, spring constant k, and displacement x.
Due to the assumptions made these equations also reflect that the infinitesimal
performance of the actuators should be linear in nature. Inflation of the actuators which
create only a small deformation should not change this performance but will change the
magnitude of the resistive force. Inflation expands the internal chambers of an
elastofluidic actuator which increases its cross sectional area and thus its moment of area.
This increase directly correlates to the amount of loading that the actuator can support.
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b. Single Actuator Testing

Before the performance and characteristics of a complicated structure of actuators can be
understood some basis for comparison must exist. To facilitate this testing was performed
on an individual actuator to determine spatial stiffness over small deflections. This
information can be used to characterize flexible structures, beams, and stiff structures.
The overall mobility of an actuator is based on its material properties, cross section, and
shape.
The first tests performed on single actuators were simple motion tests in which a chamber
of the actuator was pressurized and the resulting deformation was visually compared to
other actuators of similar composition. This qualitative testing revealed quickly the
increased flexibility of this type of actuator over previous versions and indicated promise
for use in parallel structures. The bending motion produced by these actuators is
demonstrated in Figure 28. It also revealed that a single actuator had difficulty supporting
its own weight when oriented horizontal to the ground.
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Figure 28: Not pressurized and single channel pressurized actuators

To determine the exact behavior of a single actuator under minor loading conditions a test
apparatus was designed to hold an actuator in place and to apply force in a controlled
manner using a load cell and micrometer stage. Additionally, a second apparatus was
designed to test applied moments using a set of coordinated pulleys and known masses.
These test apparatuses were used to examine six degrees of freedom corresponding to the
motion of the free end of the actuator. Translation and rotation in the x, y, and z axes
were tested and the results recorded to generate plots showing applied loading against
deflection.
To test behavior in all cases a value of displacement was correlated with a value of
applied force. In the case of extension and small deflection these displacements were
measured with micrometer scaling or a gauge placed behind the test object. For angular
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changes a protractor - type gauge was placed behind the test apparatus and used for
comparison.
Each test perturbed the actuator in the axis being considered (linearly forced for
translation, twisted for rotation) and both the deflection and force applied were recorded.
The stiffness values taken from the experimentation are shown below. The actual plots of
the experimental data are shown in Appendix A: Plots of experimental data.

Table 2: Stiffness values taken from empirical tests of a single actuator

Loading Case

Stiffness

Transverse Linear Stiffness (N/m)

4.4405

Transverse Linear Stiffness 2 (N/m)

4.2648

Torsional Stiffness (m/rad)

0.0018

Bending Angular Stiffness (m/rad)

0.0049

Bending Angular Stiffness 2 (m/rad)

0.0047

Axial Stiffness (N/m)

228.35

These stiffness values came from the slope of the trend line associated with a dataset.
Plots of the experimental data can be found in Appendix A: Plots of experimental data.
Because the tests were arranged so that an applied force or moment was correlated
directly with some linear or rotational displacement the slope of the data could be directly
compared as a stiffness factor to the simple beam deflection equations in section Chapter
4.a. The input to the system could be considered a force while the output could be
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considered a displacement and the remaining factors in the equations combined are
representative of the stiffness factor as reported in Table 2.

i. Transverse Linear Stiffness

The testing arrangements were designed to suspend the actuator from one end and allow
the main body of the actuator to hang freely. This was done because the individual
actuators were barely stiff enough to hold themselves upright under normal gravity. By
suspending the actuators inverted it was possible to diminish the negative effects of
gravity on testing. A CAD model of the testing arrangement is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: CAD model of the modular stiffness testing arrangement

The first testing arrangements were designed around existing modular components
available at the time. Specifically, two aluminum plates with ¼ - 20 holes drilled at 1
inch increments were chosen as the base feature and the secondary mounting feature.
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Using a ninety degree angle bracket the two boards were affixed perpendicularly to each
other. Standoffs were attached to the base plate using ¼ -20 bolts and a 3D printed
actuator clamp was bolted to the top of the standoffs. This held the actuator in place by
the end with pressure tubing inserted while the other end hung freely. A three axis
micrometer stage (ThorLabs Model XYR1) was affixed to the perpendicular plate which
allowed one inch of translation in each direction in the plane of the stage and a full circle
of rotation about its center axis. To this stage a 3D printed fixture for a FUTEK LRF400
load cell with a capacity of 0.25 lbs was bolted.
The LRF400 was chosen because of its precision and sensitivity to small applied forces.
Prior to this testing a load cell with a capacity of 10 lbs was used but the resistance
demonstrated by a single actuator when displaced was so minor that it was comparable to
the noise inherent in the sensor. The range of output forces of a single actuator is within
the range of sensing for an LRF400 which made it ideal for certain displacement testing.
This sensor was not usable for all tests however, since some required a different
arrangement or magnitude of forces. Two arrangements which include the LRF400 load
cell are shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Cross axial force testing setup for both actuated and not actuated arrangements

The actuators studied in tension have a significantly larger magnitude of stiffness. The
amount of force required to displace the end of the actuator in tension is nearly one
hundred times what is needed to displace its end with a perpendicular force. To apply
this larger axial force a small clamp was affixed to the end of the actuator and used to
hang large masses. These large masses displaced the end of the actuator enough to be
compared to a gauge placed behind it and create a set of data useful for comparison.

ii. Axial Stiffness, Bending Angular Stiffness, & Torsional
Stiffness

In a similar vein the load cell provides force in a single direction but testing applied
moments required a pure moment with no translational elements. To create this moment
forces in two parallel but opposed directions were required. The fixture used for axial
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testing was designed to have two thin lines attached so that small masses could be
suspended using pulleys for redirection. Low friction pulleys were arranged to support
the lines and masses ranging from one gram to six grams were suspended from the lines
to create a twist along the axis of applied loading. The simple test arrangements used are
shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32.

Figure 31: Axial stiffness and bending angular stiffness arrangements for testing

Figure 32: Torsional stiffness testing arrangement

The results of practical experimentation were consistent with the analytical beam theory
model constructed. Analytical beam theory includes Equations 1 – 4 which predict the
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behavior of simple beams under small deflection. These equations are all linear with
respect to angular or linear displacement given an input moment or force. The results of
practical experimentation showed these same linear trends for small deflections. Because
the actuators have simple geometries and the tests were performed for small deformations
the theoretical equations fit the physical trends well. More stringent testing to determine
performance when actuated requires a complex theoretical analysis to account for
nonlinearities, geometry changes, and behavior due to inflation.
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Chapter 5.

Design and Fabrication of Parallel Architectures

Parallel architectures have advantages over individual elements of equivalent size or
stiffness. These spatial systems often have significantly increased stiffness over the
individual elements that comprise them. Compared to a solid element of equivalent
stiffness parallel architectures are often lighter and use less material because they take
advantage of spatial geometric properties. Active parallel systems can also provide fine
motion control and a wider range of possible motions under actuation. This chapter
discusses these advantages in detail as well as describing the methods by which a parallel
architecture is designed and fabricated.

a. Advantages of Parallel Architectures

Understanding the differences between mobility in a single actuator and in a parallel
arrangement of the same type of actuator is vital to understanding the usefulness and
limitations of parallel architectures. A single tri-chamber actuator is capable of
omnidirectional bending if pressurized using variable control in all three channels. This
makes its motion interesting which is why tri-chamber actuators have been studied for
more than twenty years. However, the limited load bearing and actuating potential of
these actuators have limited their usefulness in research and in practical application. The
improvements in both stiffness and mobility provided by parallel arrangements are what
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make them such notable research subjects. Of these two properties, the improvement to
mobility is not new but is extremely powerful.
Many systems exist in which, to increase overall mobility, multiple actuators have been
coupled. These systems have had to main traits which differentiate them from the
research presented here. The first trait is that actuators are often combined in serial
arrangement. The second trait is that for most systems in the modern world the
components and actuators fit under an umbrella of “rigid” systems. In this case the word
rigid is used to describe the material properties and actuation potential of the components
used. A simple robot arm often used in manufacturing may have six actuators combined
in a serial linkage in order to accomplish position and orientation control in space. In all
probability this robot would use rigid linkages with motors or pistons to drive motion.
These systems are useful because tight precision and good accuracy are possible given a
fine control and feedback layout. These systems are not the only ones used to create
motions and often are not the most robust but can be useful when operations require
modification after implementation. Robotic arms such as this are used in assembly or
pick and place operations which change regularly.
Serial linking of components is not the only method implemented to produce useful
robotic systems. Delta arm robots use a triangular arrangement of controlled linkages to
yield high movement speed with extremely fine position control. They achieve this by
using combined serial and parallel linkages in which three serially joined sets of links are
connected at their endpoints to create a parallel arrangement of serially linked arms. The
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advantages of these types of systems are not without costs such as complexity or large
size, but they do represent an effective robotic system with rigid components which uses
a parallel scheme to achieve better control and stiffness.
Stewart platforms also use parallel schemes to yield stiffness and control. As described
above the octahedron examined here was modified to operate like a Stewart platform by
restricting some of its movement freedoms. True Stewart platforms are used for a variety
of purposes including airplane and vehicle simulators. A Stewart platform using rigid
components is usually comprised of hydraulic pistons connected to solid ground plates by
spherical joints. By using carefully regulated input pressures and volumes a Stewart
platform can translate, rotate, or a combination of the two basic motions in much the
same way that the soft robotic systems shown here can.
Based on the advantages in load bearing and control afforded by parallel structures using
rigid components it seems obvious that a parallel architecture of flexible actuators would
also have these same advantages. This has been shown through testing of the simple
structures shown in this research, and is likely to be true of future parallel architectures as
well.
An actuator with a single input can produce only one type of output at a given time. In
simple motors this input is an electrical signal and the output is rotation. In a piston
cylinder this input is pressurized fluid which creates an expansion or translation. The
same is true for soft actuators. Flat actuators with complex networked internal channels
usually produce some bending motion dependent on the geometry of the internal
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structures. While this motion might ultimately involve a curl or twist it is the only motion
possible with a single input and varying the pressure applied simply varies the degree of
the output. Tri-chamber actuators behave like a parallel arrangement of three simple flat
actuators which produce a single bending motion. Through varied pressure inputs to the
three channels bending can be produced in more directions but the motion is limited.
Three channels are used to give control over three of the six available spatial degrees of
freedom.
Research has been conducted on methods of varying the output of these simple actuators.
Twisting or translational motions are possible instead of bending, but for parallel
architectures bending is the most useful.The simplicity of this motion makes it easier for
a researcher to intuitively determine the likely output of a system given specific applied
actuation. Thus for the actuators studied here simple bending is the only output and can
be accomplished in multiple directions.
The bending output of the tri-chamber actuators was found to allow a change in angle
from zero when not actuated (not inflated and the actuator straight along its main axis) to
more than 180 degrees when pressurized to the maximum amounts studied in this test.
While even greater deformation is possible it becomes less useful as the endpoints of the
actuator come close to contacting each other or other features in the surrounding
environment.
A simple bending tri-chamber actuator bends in a direction opposite of the channel
pressurized. That is to say that when examined from above if a channel at the 0° position
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is pressurized the actuator would bend toward the 180° direction. In the same way if a
channel at the 60° position were pressurized the actuator would bend toward the 240°
direction. This motion is demonstrated in Figure 33. Thus the motion of these actuators
is very predictable and controllable.

Figure 33: A single actuator bending simply. A channel on the left side of the actuator is pressurized and the
actuator bends to the right.

In contrast the motion produced by the actuation of a parallel architecture is less
predictable. Parallel architectures possess the ability to create twisting or translational
motions as well as simple bending. This behavior reflects the possible motions allowed
by rigid parallel systems like Stewart platforms but the motions allowed by soft parallel
systems which use tri-chamber actuators also present a redundancy of motion
possibilities. Control of a single point on a structure is determined by the number of
actuators which can affect the point. To control all six spatial degrees of freedom six
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actuators are needed. However, a simple tetrahedron of tri-chamber actuators has nine
channels of actuation in the upright limbs alone meaning that some redundant behavior is
possible. In short, there are more channels of actuation to control a point on the structure
than are physically required to move that point.
This redundancy has benefits and costs. The primary cost is the increased complexity of
control. While simple inputs can be used for each channel, as the number of channels
increase so too does the number of control elements such as valves. This increased
complexity makes fine control of motions difficult since there is a limit to the possible
scope of a variable control system or even a system with simple on/off control. The
benefit to this redundancy however is an increase in the number of ways that a specific
position can be reached. For a system with six degrees of freedom a specific position and
orientation has only one possible solution because there are no free actuated degrees of
freedom to be used as controlled variables. This is why some robot arms have seven
degrees of freedom; in effect the user can determine some feature of the position or
orientation of a part of the robot without affecting the position of the end effector.
The same redundancy is present in any spatial parallel architecture which uses trichamber actuators. At minimum a spatial parallel architecture as described here will have
three actuators connecting at any vertex on the structure. This means that any sub section
of the structure which contains at least one vertex can have no less than nine channels of
actuation. While not all of them may be useful in creating motions they still present
enough redundancy to allow positional and orientation control for a point on the vertex.
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Such complex motions are allowed because of the shape of the structures used, but also
result from other factors. The shapes used are fully constrained shapes with specialized
vertices. Without careful consideration of design and construction such elaborate motions
would not be possible. Large or unwieldy structures would have a difficult time
accomplishing even the simple motions available from single actuators.
As previously stated, when a single actuator is not inflated it is similar to a simple beam.
A beam is stiff against tension and limited compression as well as limited applied
moments. However, a beam is not as stiff when loaded in a manner which provides
significant transverse load such as loading perpendicular to the center axis. The same is
true for a soft tri-chamber actuator because it has the form of a simple beam. Just as a
single beam a single long and slender elastofluidic actuator of any type has difficulty
supporting forces which are not in tension or compression. These properties mean that a
structure of actuators can be examined as a structure made of beams.
Spatial arrangements of beams are designed to support great loads using triangulation or
other geometric advantages. Specifically, trusses are significantly stiffer than a linear
arrangement incorporating the same number of primary members. The same is true of a
parallel structure of these soft actuators. By incorporating actuators in parallel a structure
can far exceed the load limit of a single actuator.
EFAs in parallel arrangement can produce new motions not possible for a single actuator.
While each actuator can individually bend, joining these actuators and using them in
coordination allows for twisting motions or pure translations which were not possible
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using only a single actuator. Given this possibility the usefulness of coordinated actuators
could produce systems more ideal for certain applied circumstances. If a system requires
a twisting motion to accomplish a task a parallel arrangement can produce this while
maintaining the ability to bend and extend just as a normal actuator would. In addition,
parallel architectures can be designed to support loading in a specified direction while
still allowing mobility. This advantage could allow for tasks which require higher loading
such as making a soft robot autonomous. A truss based parallel architecture could
potentially support enough loading to carry on board controls or pressurization
equipment.
Improved load bearing and motion properties are desirable for some applications. Given
the limitations of existing elastofluidic actuators in terms of load bearing and controlled
degrees of freedom a method of enhancing these characteristics is useful. A single
actuator not connected in a parallel architecture can present both rotational and
translational motions individually. The bending motion common for tri-chamber
actuators is rotation about a point exterior to the actuator. Actuating all three chambers
yields a simple extension with no rotation. However, a single tri-chamber actuator can
only produce one kind of combined motion as exhibited by its simple bend. When
examining the endpoint of the actuator a rotation and translation together is evident.
Parallel structures can accomplish combined motions as well. Some examples are
twisting, bending, and collapsing reversibly as well as more obscure or complex motions.
Twisting is the most useful for discussion because it is so distinct from the motions
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produced by a single actuator. In this motion by use of three actuators bending in a radial
symmetric pattern a translation along a single axis and a rotation about the same axis is
accomplished. This motion is powerful not only because it is used in many applications
which require a screw like motion but also because of its distinctness from the individual
actuator. A parallel structure of actuators increases the number of actuated degrees of
freedom and reduces the passive degrees of freedom of a system. Ultimately, an ideal
system is able to control a given point in multiple degrees of freedom while resisting
specific loading conditions to maintain structural integrity.
It is in this vein that a spatial arrangement similar to a truss is useful. A truss structure
distributes all applied loading and ensures that its constituent members experience only
tension or compression. This takes advantage of the stiffest degrees of freedom in an
element. A truss is a system with no unconstrained degrees of freedom. This means that a
truss with rigid members cannot move unless the members or connections are altered.
Using this principle and the fact that the passive degrees of freedom of an actuator are
least stiff when not in line with the primary axis of an actuator, a spatial arrangement
mimicking a truss can maintain structural stability while also being able to create motions
when actuated. Knowing this makes the choice of spatial structures with triangular faces
most ideal for spatial architectures.
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b. Parallel Architecture Embodiment

This section expands on the design decisions made to construct some simple parallel
architectures for the purposes of this research. While there are an infinite number of
possible arrangements of actuators in a spatial structure the scope of this research limits
the number of arrangements that could physically be produced and evaluated. To
accommodate these limitations specific design restrictions were implemented when
designing parallel structures. To simplify construction and embodiment we limit the
scope to geometric shapes with the following properties.

1. All actuators in the structures represent edges of a three dimensional repeated
structure.
2. All actuators in a structure are the same length
3. All actuators in a structure have identical material and structural properties
4. All actuators in a structure are constructed in an identical manner
5. A structure should be a simple spatial form in which the edges provide static load
balancing
6. Structures should be designed with binary (on/off control) in mind

The reasoning behind these design decisions is noted as follows:
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1. In this case a repeated structure is taken to mean a shape with sides which are all
the same geometry. For a tetrahedron all the sides are equilateral triangles just as
for a cube the sides are squares. This repetition allows for reuse of a single mold
or connection method for each of the vertices of the shape and limits the
complexity of testing and analysis. Adhering to this design criterion ensures
consistent properties throughout the structure. As an example, the various vertices
of a tetrahedron would have the same behavior under testing.
2. Maintaining a consistent length to the actuators used in these designs gives
several advantages. The first is maintaining regular and repeated faces as
described above. The second is maintaining consistency between entirely different
structures for comparative purposes. As discussed above the load bearing capacity
and stiffness of an actuator is dependent especially on its length, so an actuator
that is only slightly shorter than the standard length might demonstrate a
significant change in load bearing capacity. In order to confidently compare tests
performed on different spatial geometries all actuators making up the geometries
should have the same properties. The third advantage is the availability of
materials for the construction of the spatial architectures. If the length of the
actuator making up the structure is designed to be greater than the available
method of production can produce then the structure cannot be manufactured.
3. As suggested above, maintaining consistency between the internal elements of a
structure and the elements of any other structures to be compared is essential. For
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this reason two structures made of materials with different elastic properties could
only be compared at a basic level if the structures are identical. To compare
separate structures the materials comprising them must be consistent to ensure
that applied actuation would affect the individual elements in the same way and
that any differences in response are due primarily to the geometries of the
structures themselves.
4. Even with precise control over material properties and specified cross sections the
properties of a single actuator can vary depending on the method by which it is
made. In this document several different methods of creating actuators with the
same cross section have been discussed. Each of these three methods yield
different surface finishes, different initial material stresses, and different
tolerances. While on paper and perhaps to a level of coarse precision two
actuators created by different means can be considered the same in reality they
may behave unlike each other when actuation pressure is applied. By creating all
actuators with the same process any surface irregularities or permanent stresses
will be consistent between all actuators examined.
5. For the purposes of this research overly complex spatial arrangements would not
be feasible test subjects. Any complex shape would only be useful if it were a
repeated arrangement of more simple shapes as at this time only simple shapes are
explored. Creating a complex repeated arrangement of structures requires that the
individual structures can support at least two times their own weight or more. To
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effectively support such loading restrictive geometries are needed such as are
used in trusses. Triangulating elements provide support and ensure mainly
compressive or tensile forces along the axis of a member; often the most stiff
direction of loading. Triangular faces in spatial structures are limited to only a few
types of shapes, but each additional edge added to a face increases the likelihood
of buckling. The flexibility of the actuators themselves allows the structure to
move even when statically balanced, but a fully balanced structure will move only
with applied actuation.
6. For the purposes of this research simple on/off control was the most ideal for
comparing the actuation states of individual structures. While complex variable
control of the channels in a single actuator allow it to bend in an omnidirectional
manner such a control scheme requires variable pressure controllers equal to the
number of channels in the actuator. Scaling up such a system is costly and not a
priority because once coordinated in a spatial arrangement the actuators lose
much of their freedom of motion. Simply activating individual channels
throughout the structure bends actuators but their bends are constrained by the end
condition effects of the other actuators. The sheer number of actuation
possibilities also makes analog control less reasonable. For an individual actuator
there are 3! possible combinations of actuation. This number grows with each
added chamber from each additional actuator. Two actuators have 6! possible
combinations of actuation. The simplest structure examined in this research was a
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three legged table which presented 9! combinations while a simple tetrahedron
has 18! combinations. This rapid increase in actuation possibility makes variable
control impractical for the scope presented here.

To apply the design criteria consider the spatial geometric forms shown in Figure 34. All
of these forms are three dimensional and have repeating surface patterns which could
make them useful as spatial parallel architectures. However, even by cursory examination
it is clear that some of these forms are less complex than others. Without determining
which form to use as a parallel structure a needlessly complex or difficult to manufacture
shape could be chosen from these or many more spatial geometries.

A1

Figure 34: The five platonic solids and thirteen Archimedean solids
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All of these shapes fit the first design criterion; they are all spatial structures with defined
edges along which to place actuators. Based on this none of these shapes is eliminated
from the selection process, but there are other benefits to the first design criterion. This
criterion does eliminate all one dimensional or two dimensional structures from
examination ensuring that some spatial component will exist in the final architecture.
The second design criterion indicates that all the actuators in a parallel architecture
should have the same length. This criterion holds for the five platonic solids (shown as P1
through P5) and can also hold for the Archimedean solids (A1 through A13) but
eliminates the possibility of any stretched or split version of these shapes. Again, this
criterion makes construction of a parallel architecture simpler by reducing the number of
distinct components needed.
The remaining criteria involve construction and use of a parallel structure which is not
pertinent to the selection of the initial shape except for 5. Criterion 5 indicates that the
edges of a parallel architecture should provide static load balancing. While all of these
shapes fit this rule, some do so more effectively than others. Shapes with repeated
triangular faces only have a geometric advantage in load bearing because of their truss
like structure.
Ultimately all of the shapes in Figure 34 represent possible parallel architectures. From
these options a tetrahedron (P1) has the fewest edges while an octahedron (P4) and cube
(P5) have the second fewest. The simplicity of these shapes makes them ideal subjects for
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testing as parallel architectures because they require the fewest actuators and vertex
connections making construction and analysis simpler. The design criteria removed the
possibility of many shapes outside this list such as a triangular prism or a four sided
pyramid and helped to lead to a limited list of possible options.
These restrictions are important to allow effective design and modeling of the structures.
The number of possible combinations of actuators usable to make a spatial structure is
infinite, but useful structures are more limited by resistance to loading, general
complexity, and scale. An example showing a less ideal structure would be a
icosidodecahedron (A8, a 32 sided figure made of triangles and pentagons), a structure
that has limited triangulation and few loading advantages. Given the behavior of an
elastofluidic extending actuator such an open structure would likely fold into itself and
collapse even without external loading.
Based upon the constraints set out before designing a series of spatial structures a few
notable options were settled upon. Most notable of the primary options were: a
tetrahedron, cube, and octahedron. These are the simplest spatial shapes possible using
criteria 1 – 6 and even these represent a significant increase in complexity over a single
actuator.
The number of actuators used to construct a tetrahedron is six, one for each edge of the
tetrahedron. Because each actuator has three internal chambers a tetrahedron made of
these actuators has a total of eighteen internal chambers which can be used to produce
motion. These actuators allow for 18! (6.4023737e+15) combinations of actuation which
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is significantly increased from the six that a normal actuator can use. These combinations
allow for not only bending and extension but twist, pure translation, and isolated rotation
about external axes. While some motions would be redundant, the complexity of this
structure is a significant increase over a single actuator.
A cube and an octahedron both can be modeled similarly and use twelve actuators in their
construction. As before this allows for 36! (3.7199333e+41) combinations of actuation
due to the number of edges in these shapes. In theory an octahedron is a more stable
shape than a cube. While the number of edges is the same in both shapes, the faces of the
octahedron are all triangles which give structural rigidity. An open cube has the
capability to slip or slump and makes it less ideal for construction with soft actuators.

c. Parallel Architecture Fabrication

The goal of this research as previously stated was to design and build parallel
architectures which could be examined and tested. To create these structures required the
consistent production of actuators and joints which would ultimately be combined to
create a spatial form.
A series of molding processes were used to build these structures. The first process was
the basic forming of the soft silicone actuators which form the edges of the spatial
structures as described previously. Following that, joints were designed to allow
flexibility and mobility within the structure. Previous attempts at making flexible parallel
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structures had failed because the joints between actuators were too bulky and stiff which
prevented the actuators from moving as desired. One such attempt was to create a triangle
of actuators which had the ability to bend and twist with actuation.
This triangular shape ultimately was noted as an ineffective structure but did yield many
lessons which were carried into spatial structures.
•

This triangular form was created using a large mold which housed three actuators
and created geometry for their vertex connections

•

The mold was 3D printed using polylactide (PLA) plastic which became the
method of choice for prototyping and producing complex small molds

•

This shape failed to create the motions desired for a number of reasons.
o The actuators used were too bulky with a poor length to width ratio.
o The material used was a silicone with a lower modulus of elasticity than
the Mold Star used to create the current version of actuators.
o The connections formed by the mold were bulky and solid silicone which
made them heavy and effective dead weight

The limitations of the triangle molding process spurred the design of new corner molds
with a much smaller volume for later spatial structures. The smaller volume ensured
minimal weight increase to overcome and minimal resistance to bending or deforming at
the joints.
The idea of a minimal volume vertex was carried over from experimentation with the
triangular shaped arrangement into the spatial arrangements studied here. To create this
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joint a cone shaped terminus for each actuator was designed as the negative space within
the mold. In this way each actuator intersected at a partial face with less cross sectional
area than the internal cross section of the actuator itself.
Three types of molds were designed, one for each type of spatial structure. Each mold
incorporated not only the shape of the intended intersections but also the angle of
intersections of the edges and holes which allowed the pneumatic tubing of the fabricated
actuators to be held outside the mold area. Fully formed actuators could be placed into
these molds and silicone injected around them to create solid vertices. CAD models of
the molds are shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Molds for parallel structure joints: cube, octahedron, and tetrahedron
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The same silicone used to make the actuators was injected into the molds using a syringe
and let cure. When the silicone had cured the molds were removed. The silicone which
had filled the void in the mold became the joint between the actuators.
The actuators composing a parallel structure were oriented in a systematic manner so that
the structure would behave similarly in any orientation. This means that regardless of
which face the tetrahedron was supported by actuation of the same actuation channels
relative to the centerline of the structure would create the same motions consistently. To
ensure this result when each structure was constructed the actuators were oriented with
one channel close to the center of mass of the arrangement and two oriented away from
the center of mass as shown by the highlighted channels in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Example of actuator orientation in a parallel system – all actuators have one chamber oriented near
the center of the system with two chambers oriented away (in section cuts the inner channel is marked as pink).

With the actuators placed in this orientation pressurization of the channel closest to center
would cause that particular actuator to bend with a concavity directly away from the
center of the structure. Conversely, if the two outside channels of a single actuator were
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activated simultaneously the actuator would bend concave directly toward the center of
the structure. Given the flexibility of the actuators and their connected nature activating
only one of the outside channels would cause a bend in a direction defined by the
structure itself.
This orientation was chosen for the actuators because of the limitations placed on them
by the system itself. Due to the restrictions caused by the interconnectedness of the
actuators in a parallel structure the only bends which could be confidently produced
throughout a range of different structures would be the bend of a single actuator directly
toward or away from the center of mass. Any other bends which an individual actuator
could present when free to move in all directions could not be assured when both ends of
the actuator were connected to semi rigid restraints. Ultimately parallel architectures such
as the ones shown in Figure 37 were created.

Figure 37: Parallel structures produced and tested: tetrahedron and octahedron
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Chapter 6.

Characterization of Parallel Architectures

a. Hardware Used for Testing
To appropriately examine the gross motions possible from a parallel structure of soft
actuators a simple air pressure control system was used. While more elaborate systems
could have produced results outside of the range of possibility for the simple manifold
used they were not necessary for the scope of this research. The complexity of the
systems and the number of channels active simultaneously necessitated the use of a
pressure manifold and control equipment.
The most important function of the pressure distribution system used was that all
chambers be pressurized equally and simultaneously. Because video documentation was
used to record the results of simple pressure experiments having a structure which
inflated unevenly would demonstrate an unpredictable or uncontrollable motion outside
of the range of a simple control system. The large number of possible combinations of
actuation inputs to any spatial arrangement of tri-chamber actuators made individual
channel variable control an unrealistic goal for this testing. Variable control into each
channel would theoretically allow a well-designed structure to translate or rotate in any
combination of spatial degrees of freedom; however the number of variable pressure
controllers needed presents a significant capital expense. For a tetrahedron constructed
with six tri-chamber actuators for edges eighteen variable pressure controllers would be
needed. An octahedron would need thirty six variable pressure controllers.
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Even with simple on/off control the number of possible combinations of actuation input
is staggering. A tetrahedron with eighteen channels has 18! possible combinations of
pressure input (6.40237E+15 combinations). An octahedron presents an even more
unrealistic number (36! or 3.71993E+41 possible combinations of on/off states between
thirty six channels). Clearly then the number of variations possible for testing with even a
simple control system was beyond the reasonable scope of research which was concerned
primarily with characterization and synthesis of parallel structures.
For this reason a simple manifold with manual on/off control was devised. The manifold
was designed using Solidworks CAD package and produced in the Bucknell PDL by Tim
Baker. The manifold was a simple aluminum block with interconnected holes drilled and
tapped throughout for ¼ NPT thread to luer connections. These connections allowed
simple luer fitting tubing to be connected to the manifold at one end and to a barbed
fitting at the other. The barbed fitting was inserted into the pressure tubing of individual
actuators to allow for proper inflation. On the manifold end of the tubing three-way
stopcocks were used as manual valves to restrict and allow airflow through the system.
These fittings are shown in Figure 38. The entire manifold was connected to a variable
pressure controller regulated by an input voltage from a variable power supply. Input air
pressure to this variable controller was a pressurized air line at 25 psi.
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Figure 38: Three way stopcock and luer to barbed fitting

Figure 39: Manifold as arranged for testing and manifold attached to a tetrahedron parallel structure

Using the system depicted in Figure 39 particular lines of pressure could be opened
before actuation pressure was applied. Then, once full actuation pressure was applied, all
of the actuated channels would inflate equally and simultaneously. The consistency of
this system allowed comparisons to be drawn between individual actuators and the
complex parallel systems tested.
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The manifold shown can only accommodate thirteen output channels for pressure
distribution due to special constraints on the manifold itself. However, the simple
connections allow for another manifold to be attached to the first via one of the pressure
outputs to expand the capacity of the overall system. The limiting factor to this type of
chaining is the rate at which the volume of air which will enter the system once the main
control valve is opened. A greater number of manifolds not only increase the volume of
unused space inside the distribution system but also the volume of pressure channels in
the actuators connected to the system outputs. This is an acceptable limitation because all
channels fill simultaneously when attached to networked manifolds so the motions
created in the parallel structure simply occur more slowly.

b. Kinematic Characterization
Characterization of the structures shown in this thesis took three main forms: small
displacement in soft or hybrid structures, large displacement in soft structures, and
displacement for hybrid structures. Each of these required physical testing and
comparison to existing systems or theoretical models. Small displacement was most
useful in comparing the theoretical performance of a system to its actual behavior. Large
displacement testing revealed the various distinct motions possible from a parallel
structure, particularly those which were not possible for an individual actuator.
Hybrid structures were examined as well to provide a comparison between the soft
architectures described here and existing mobile platforms common to traditional
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robotics. The testing related to these structures focused primarily on motion matching of
existing mobile platforms. This section describes the results of such testing as they apply
to soft parallel architectures.

i. Small Displacement

Much of the experimentation performed on the structures in this thesis was qualitative
because no effective governing theoretical models exist for such novel architectures.
However a portion of this research provided a basis for an expansion of FACT, the
system of synthesis for flexible structures described by Jonathan Hopkins [24] [25] [26].
This expansion, here called “FACT for active structures”, concerns a method of synthesis
and analysis for systems which behave passively as flexible structures but which also
have the ability to actively change their shape through actuation. This new branch of
FACT is preliminarily defined in “Synthesizing Soft Parallel Robots Comprised of
Active Constraints” [28]. The physical model upon which this paper is based is a hybrid
structure of rigid and soft components; a triangular table shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: A triangular table unpressurized (left) and with a single limb inflated (right)

This triangular table is a hybrid rigid and soft structure because it incorporates three soft
tri-chambered actuators connected at their ends to rigid bases. The connections to the
rigid bases restrict the actuators to simple extension and contraction. This means that the
upper base can only tilt or translate vertically depending on the actuation input.
In order to be a useful subject of study for FACT this model was examined in small
deflection. FACT is based around infinitesimal displacements and motions usually for
stiff structures. These structures generally are examined using a coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) which provides precise position data through the use of a force sensitive
end effector probe. When an object is measured in a CMM the machine moves a probe
through the workspace until it senses a threshold force applied to it. At this point the
machine records the point in space. The machine can either be programmed to measure a
known shape such as a cube or sphere or can be used in a manual mode to simply record
points in space as defined by the user.
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The precision and accuracy of a CMM makes it the ideal choice for measuring small
displacements in structures which are rigid enough to provide a resistive force to the
probe. In the case of the soft systems described in this thesis the minimum force required
to trigger the CMM available during this research is greater than the structure can provide
in certain directions. Because of this it would not be possible to test the soft systems
using the available CMM or similar force feedback system. The method of measurement
itself would change the position of the structure and render testing ineffective.
To overcome this limitation a less conventional method of testing was implemented in
order to examine spatial displacement of the triangle table. The upper stiff base of the
table was affixed with three aluminum spheres which acted as electrical contacts to be
used as a probe trigger. These spheres were linked with light gauge wire and an extension
of the same wire was run to a ground plate. This arrangement provided a reference of
three points in space from the three centers of the spheres which defined the position and
orientation of the table in space. In addition, the wire provided an electrical connection
from the spheres to a ground plate. A CAD model of the table and an image of the table
itself are shown in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: CAD model and practical model of the triangle table used for displacement testing

The electrical connection was used as part of a complete circuit for a spherical probe with
an indicator light. As the probe touched one of the spheres the circuit would be completed
from the probe to a sphere, through the wire to the base, and through the base back to the
probe. This probe was chosen primarily because it would apply the minimum amount of
force to the table itself while measuring and because it was compatible with a HAAS
computer numerical control (CNC) mill available for use in testing. A CNC mill was
determined to be a suitable substitute for other types of probing in this case because it is
accurate to a thousandth of an inch or less and because it can be manually advanced by an
operator in minute increments as he observes the probe light. The CNC probe
arrangement is shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: CNC fixture of the triangle table (left) and probing of a sphere (right)

In addition to the probing equipment a manifold attached to a variable air pressure
controller was used. This allowed selected pressures to be applied to the actuators in the
table in order to displace the system. To obtain accurate measurement of the air pressure
in the system two of the outlets on the manifold were attached to a simple dial gauge and
a Validyne pressure transducer with a 20 psi diaphragm. Both the CNC and the power
supply were controlled manually by a human operator so than minute changes could be
made in real time.
The intention of this series of testing was to measure the upper platform of the triangle
table in an unactuated state and then in several actuated positions. This information can
be used to determine the effect that pressurization of a single actuator or multiple
actuators has on the system.
To perform the testing the CNC mill was first used to indicate a zero position off of
which all other measurements were referenced. The lower triangular base was affixed to
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an aluminum plate by means of two connected right angle fixtures which provided height
and clearance for actuation tubing. For this series of tests the zero position was taken as
the center of the top of the lower triangular base. An edge finding probe used in precision
machining was used to find the center of the fixture hole in the base at this location in the
X and Y axes. The spherical probe was then inserted into the machine and used to touch
off on the surface of the lower triangular base to define a zero location in the Z axis.
Once the reference origin was defined the triangle table was assembled in place and the
electrical wiring was connected to the aluminum base. With no pressure applied to the
actuators in the table the CNC was used to probe the spheres in a specific pattern to
determine their centers. First the probe was set at a specific Y and Z value and then
slowly progressed in the X direction until it made contact with the sphere. Then the probe
was moved to the opposite side of the sphere with respect to the YZ plane and progressed
until it contacted the sphere again. The mean of these two measurements represented the
center’s X coordinate which was then set and remained fixed for the next three
measurements. The same process was performed in the Y direction so that the X and Y
values of the center were known. The probe was moved above the sphere so that the X
and Y coordinates matched the center coordinates and the probe was lowered until it
contacted the sphere. From this process the top point of the sphere was known and by
subtracting the radius of the sphere from the Z measurement the location of its center was
known. This process was repeated for the other spheres on the table to define the position
of all three.
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After measuring the table without pressure applied the power supply to the variable
pressure controller was activated and the voltage varied until 2 psi was applied to a single
leg of the table. Based on the Validyne transducer which had an analog readout which
scaled to 100% a value of 10% was selected. This represented 2 psi given the diaphragm
calibrated to 20 psi. This value was compared with the analog dial gauge for consistency.
The measurement of sphere position was repeated and the results recorded along with the
pressure measurements and the voltage output from the Validyne system. The entire
process was repeated for 5 and 10 psi in a single leg and for 2, 5, and 10 psi in two legs.
In this way the exact displacement of the table under various pressurization conditions
was determined. It is unlikely than any other method of physical probing available during
this research would have provided useful data because of the low resistive force output of
the system involved. During testing it was noted that even the small amount of air
movement in the room could affect the position of the table by several thousandths of an
inch. Even a sharp breath from the operator could cause oscillation in the table indicating
that any method in which an automated probe contacted the system would likely produce
unusable data.

ii. Large Displacement

Large displacement testing was also used to characterize both the tetrahedron and
octahedron soft structures. The primary testing performed on these parallel architectures
was motion analysis and comparison to existing systems. For both the tetrahedron and the
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octahedron the most interesting results from testing came from the exhibition of new
motions not possible for a single actuator. These motions include twisting, folding,
directional expansion, translation, and planar rotation of a section.
Using a simple manifold with individually controlled valves to allow air to pass into
specific chambers in the actuators binary (on/off) actuation pressure was applied to
selected chambers to produce motions.
Given the large number of possible combinations of actuation that was possible for these
structures a narrow set of motions was selected to demonstrate motions unique to these
arrangements. For the tetrahedron directional bending, axial twist, and contraction toward
mass center were the most dramatic and notable motions. Similarly with the octahedron
axial twist, directional bending, and motions produced toward the center of the structure
were notable.
These motions were defined by the behavior and performance of an individual actuator as
expanded to apply to a full structure. For example, to determine an effective way to
initiate a centerline twist in a tetrahedron the passive degrees of freedom inherent in the
actuators composing the structure were analyzed to determine for an individual actuator
the external forces needed to move it in an appropriate direction. Since the actuators used
here could apply some force perpendicular to their own axes but also demonstrated
freedom when subjected to a resistive force in the same direction it required a
coordinated action from several actuators to effect a twist. Examining the probable
freedoms of a structure composed of the actuators revealed that a polar symmetric
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actuation of actuation channels about the central axis of the structure would create a
twisting motion. Tested motions of the tetrahedron and octahedron are shown in Figure
43 through Figure 48.

Figure 43: Tetrahedron motions - Twist (left) and Twist with compression (right)

Figure 44: Tetrahedron motions - rotation about a point (left) and curl around an axis (right)
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Figure 45: Tetrahedron Motions - Curl around a center (left) and a twisting extension (right)

Figure 46: Tetrahedron Motions – Narrowing toward an axis (top) and collapsing reversibly (bottom)
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Figure 47: Octahedron Motions - Full structure twist (left) and full structure compressing toward center (right)

Figure 48: Octahedron Motions – Narrowing toward center axis (left) and collapsing reversibly (right)

iii. Stiff Model Testing

As described in Chapter 6.b.i, the section on small displacement, hybrid structures were
examined in the course of this research. The tetrahedron table used in the small
displacement testing was also examined for larger displacements at higher pressures. In
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addition, a modified octahedron was actuated in various combinations to attempt to
match motions produced by existing systems. These tests were purely qualitative due to
the large deformation of the structures and were intended to demonstrate the advantages
and disadvantages of combining rigid components with soft parallel systems.
The testing on the triangle table produced no results which differed significantly from the
behavior demonstrated in small displacement testing. The constraints on the actuators
involved prevent any unusual motions from being forced. As expected the table could
only demonstrate tilt or extension in the Z axis when actuated. The magnitude of these
motions was noted to be correlated to the magnitude of applied pressure. Figure 49 shows
an example of the data from a test series in which the right side leg of the table was
inflated and the displacement of the stage measured. The plot demonstrates that increased
angular displacement is associated with increased pressure, but that correlation may not
be a linear relationship.

Figure 49: 3D plot of planar displacement of a stage during testing, single leg inflation

The modified octahedron produced more notable results. An octahedron structure was fit
with two plastic plates and plastic clamps which secured the ends of six actuators but
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maintained the flexibility of their joints. The plastic plates were laser cut from 1/8th inch
acrylic and the clamps were 3D printed in PLA. Once secured to the octahedron the
plates enforced a shape reminiscent of a Stewart platform; six actuators connecting the
upper and lower plates with flexible end connections. A CAD model of this system and
an image of the actual embodiment are shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50: CAD model and practical model of an octahedron architecture constrained with two rigid plates

A Stewart platform is traditionally created by connecting two rigid platforms with
extensible pistons constrained at the ends with spherical joints. As long as the pistons are
not parallel the upper stage can be controlled to exhibit motion in the six spatial degrees
of freedom. Given the similarity of this constrained octahedron to a Stewart platform and
the practicality of controlled degrees of freedom a series of tests were performed to
attempt to demonstrate that this soft structure could produce the same motions.
Figure 51, Figure 52, and Figure 53 show the basic motions produced by this constrained
structure. Unlike prior octahedron testing which used the incorporated actuators in both
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bending and extension these tests used the actuators primarily as extensible members.
Even with this limitation all six spatial degrees of freedom were demonstrated.

Figure 51: Octahedron table actuated to tilt counter clockwise (left) and away from view (right)

Figure 52: Octahedron table twisting about its vertical axis (left) and extending along an axis (right)
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Figure 53: Octahedron table translating to the left (left) and to the right (right)

These motions demonstrate again that a parallel arrangement of actuators, even
constrained by a rigid structure, can produce useful motions beyond those possible for
individual actuators.

c. Stiffness Characterization

In addition to these motion studies some force and loading studies were performed on the
tetrahedron structure. Because the tetrahedron has a terminating point at its apex it was
useful to compare possible loading at this point to loading on the endpoint of an actuator
as noted previously. This testing used a similar method, forcing by means of a load cell
applied in tension. The load for this test was applied perpendicularly to the vertical axis
of the structure as shown in Figure 54.
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Figure 54: Tetrahedron force testing

Data collected indicates that this structure performs more effectively in this loading
condition than an individual actuator. While the individual actuator was limited in its
ability to resist this loading condition the tetrahedron structure acted more as a truss
arrangement of beams would, dramatically increasing its ability to sustain this loading.
The tetrahedral arrangement was tested in transverse stiffness so that a metric of
comparative stiffness could be used to quantify the improvement in load bearing of a
simple parallel architecture. The results of this testing are shown in Figure 55. The
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dramatic increase in stiffness of the tetrahedron is expected given the advantage of
triangulation but is still significant.
While a simple expectation of stiffness would be that the intersection of three actuators
would represent three times the stiffness of a single actuator this is only the case for three
actuators arranged in such a way that the actuators themselves do not interact. In a
tetrahedron the upper connection provides a point for triangulation which greatly
increases the stiffness of the structure. This stiffness better resists external loading such
as gravitational forces.
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Figure 55: Plot of applied force versus displacement for a tetrahedron and a single actuator (normalized to scale
for an individual actuator)

The plot in Figure 55 shows that stiffness for a tetrahedron is much more than three times
that of an individual actuator. The plot is normalized to a single actuator meaning that the
original output force of the tetrahedron was divided by three to account for the three
actuators connected to its upper vertex. Even with this reduction the system shows
increased stiffness over a single tri-chambered actuator. The stiffness is derived from the
slope of the trend fit to the data. In the case of the tetrahedron this slope changes with
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deformation because the structure loses some rigidity once deflected past the point where
the actuators are only in tension or compression.
Based on the characterization of individual actuators through stiffness and deflection
testing as well as the characterization of a tetrahedron structure through a similar method
it is clear that a spatial arrangement of actuators can be significantly stiffer than any
individual component. For an individual actuator the testing revealed expected trends
given a known cross section and material properties.
The results of individual actuator testing show trends consistent with a simple beam
given low deflection. These trends are predominantly linear and are analogous to Hook’s
spring relation (Equation 4) for both the linear and rotational motion of a single actuator.
This validates the assumption that a single actuator pressurized or not pressurized be
analyzed as a simple beam, and that an array of connected actuators can be treated as a
parallel structure of simple beams and analyzed accordingly.
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d. Features Affecting Mobility

The first attempt at creating connected arrangements of elastofluidic expanding actuators
at Bucknell University was a simple triangle of three actuators joined at the ends with
silicone vertices. While this attempt was constructed in a similar manner to the parallel
architectures described here it was ultimately unable to produce any useful or novel
motions. While this came in part from the material used in the construction of this device
a more significant effect was derived from the rigid nature of the solid and comparatively
massive vertices used to connect the actuators.
The most significant change between that embodiment of a parallel architecture and the
functionally mobile architectures presented here is the size and shape of the vertex
connections between actuators. As previously noted the vertices of the parallel structures
were designed to be minimal volume intersections between simple shapes so that they
would allow stretch, flex, and bending. These vertices were not the only attempt to
connect expanding actuators but they were the most effective.
When considering the methods by which to connect individual actuators a simple
consideration was made; what freedoms must this connection allow and what freedoms
are inherent in the behavior of the actuators themselves. Knowing that the actuators used
were primarily stiff along their central axis it is logical to assume that some amount of
deflection would be allowed by the body of the actuators and the end connections could
be in some way rigid. This assumption proved to be accurate, but only in a limited sense.
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To examine the effect that the vertices had on the mobility of a parallel structure three
variations of a tetrahedron were compared for mobility: a tetrahedron with a rigid top
vertex with a rigid base, one with rigid vertices with a flexible base, and one with fully
silicone vertices. These three embodiments of the same shape are useful for comparison
because the actuators used in each were functionally identical and pressurized using the
same actuation system. In a side by side comparison the differences between the three
variations became obvious and were as expected; the more rigid the structure the less the
incorporated actuators were able to deflect and perform useful motions.
Figure 56 shows the dramatic difference in performance that a flexible vertex connection
allows. The upper image shows the three tetrahedron arrangements side by side with no
applied pressure. The lower image shows all three tetrahedron with an identical
application of air pressure. While it is obvious that the leftmost tetrahedron deforms
dramatically with this application of internal pressure, a small change in the angle of the
center tetrahedron is perceptible as well. The rightmost tetrahedron shows no notable
deformation at all.
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Figure 56: Left to Right - A Tetrahedron with Fully Silicone Vertices, Rigid Vertices and Flexible Base, Rigid
Vertices and a Rigid Base in both Unpressurized and Pressurized states (top and bottom)

As stated, this result was expected before testing. However, the stark differences in the
performances of these actuators make clear the advantage of flexible vertex connections
in soft parallel structures. With fully rigid end connections the actuators themselves
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cannot overcome kinematic incompatibility that the fixed vertex angles create for the
structure, particularly as deflection increases.
The rigid connections shown and used here were 3D printed in PLA plastic. This method
of production allowed for the creation and utilization of lightweight vertex connections.
The components were printed with a low material fill density of 25% so that the weight
of the plastic end connections was nearly equal to the weight of the silicone end
connections. This helped to remove any uncertainty in the results of the testing due to
variations between the test conditions. Ultimately only the flexibility of the joints
themselves affected the performance of the structures. The stiff tetrahedron joint and base
geometries are shown in Figure 57

Figure 57: Stiff tetrahedron vertex joint and rigid base

The obvious difference in performance of the three tetrahedron depicted in Figure 56
demonstrates that end connections have a strong effect on the performance of a parallel
architecture. Even minor changes to a structure can either improve it dramatically or
prevent it from functioning all together.
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Chapter 7.

Contributions and Future Work

a. Contributions
This thesis documents several distinct contributions to the study of soft systems. First, it
demonstrates the creation of physical examples of parallel architectures of soft,
expanding, tri-chamber actuators. These parallel architectures exhibit a distinct and
dramatic increase in spatial stiffness over the soft actuators from which they are
comprised. In addition these structures can produce more complex and varied motions
than their individual components as a result of the interaction of multiple connected
actuators. These structures also show a higher degree of precise control useful in many
applications.
Second, this thesis documents the methods and results of testing of parallel architectures.
To our knowledge this is a distinct and novel design approach. This testing took the form
of both quantitative stiffness testing and qualitative motion examination. The results of
this testing demonstrate the advantages of parallel architectures for use in soft systems.
These results also agree with the previously stated advantages of parallel architectures in
terms of improved utility overall. These advantages were corroborated experimentally
and qualitatively.
Third, this thesis contains a record of a method of minimal contact coordinate probing
useful for the soft structures discussed here. This probing method was used for testing
because no other available method at Bucknell University would have produced
sufficiently useful results. It represents a bridge between traditional mechanical probing
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with systems like CMMs and fully contactless approaches such as spatial laser mapping.
This technique can be used in cases where a precise XYZ stage is available but no other
low or no contact methods can be used.
Finally, this thesis documents the full collection of data useful to begin formalizing a
more systematic method of synthesis for parallel architectures. The method used in this
research produced useful and functional parallel architectures, but is subject to certain
constraints and some measure of trial and error. In the future the experimentation
performed and the associated results can be used to formalize a precise method of
synthesis to predict the behavior and functionality of parallel architectures.

b. Applications to Soft Robotics

Current soft robots suffer almost universally from the same problem. While they
demonstrate high flexibility and large ranges of movement, soft robotic systems generally
cannot produce significant output forces required for interaction with other objects. In
many cases these robots have difficulty supporting even their own weight under normal
gravitational conditions. To overcome this some systems are immersed in a fluid so that a
buoyant force can counter gravitational interactions and allow freedom of movement.
Other systems are flat so that the surface they rest on can support their weight over a
distributed area.
Soft robotic systems which have the ability to support larger loads often incorporate rigid
or inextensible components. Cable drives or rigid connecting plates allow some exterior
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loading to be supported by non-deformable structures while the main form of the robot is
flexible rubber. The advantage of these combined systems is that they can demonstrate
high flexibility while supporting more significant loading. However, rigid components in
soft robots remove some of the primary benefits of using a soft robotic system such as
overall deformability and strong interfaces between sections.
Soft robots are often cited for usefulness in fields like hazardous environment
exploration. In such an environment the advantage of a soft robot over a traditional robot
is that it can use its inherent flexibility to navigate tight geometries or surmount obstacles
of greater relative scale. Navigation of tight geometries with openings smaller than the
width or height of the robot is not possible for one with a fixed wheel base or defined
height, but can be possible for one with a flexible main structure. Soft robots with
incorporated rigid components would have the same limitations as fully rigid robots in
navigating tight spaces and thus would not be worth the added cost of locomotion or
production for a particular application.
It is in countering this limitation that the advantages of soft parallel structures show
benefit. Though for the research presented here limited examples of parallel architectures
using tri-chamber cylindrical actuators the results show that parallel structures have the
potential to dramatically increase the stiffness of a soft robotic system. Increased stiffness
would improve the ability of soft systems to transport external payloads or accomplish
simple tasks such as grasping.
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c. Recommendations for Future Work

In order to expand the ideas presented in this thesis there are several aspects of this
research worth pursuing. These additions could help more effectively demonstrate the
effectiveness of parallel structures or help define a more robust method of synthesis.

i. Gruebler’s Equation
Mechanical joints can be classified by the number of degrees of freedom which they
allow. For example, a cylindrical joint allows rotation about a single axis and translation
along that same axis. Based on this the joint has two degrees of freedom because it
removes four of the available six in three dimensions (three translational and three
rotational). A pin joint is a modified cylindrical joint which limits motion to a single
rotational degree of freedom by restricting the single axis of translation in a cylindrical
joint. A variety of other types of joints exist from translational sliding joints to fully
constrained connections.
There is currently no efficient method of determining the ideal set of vertices in a spatial
parallel architecture. One possible method of determining the freedom of a structure and
therefor the required joints to support it is to use mechanism synthesis. In basic
mechanism design the number of degrees of freedom restricted in a system can be
calculated based on the joints and links and the freedom of that system can be
determined. A similar process can be performed on the structures presented here. Using
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Gruebler’s equation in two dimensions the freedom of a single face of a specific structure
can be determined. Gruebler’s equation in two dimensions is as shown in Equation 5.
𝐹 = 3 ∗ (𝑛 − 1) − 2 ∗ 𝑓1 − 𝑓2

(5)

Where n is the number of links, f1 is the number of 1 DOF joints and f2 is the number of 2
DOF joints. The resulting number of degrees of freedom is represented as F.
This equation can be used to calculate the freedom of a series of links connected with
discrete joints, but for the purposes of this examination it must be expanded. Since the
joints in a parallel structure are made of the same material as the actuators they can be
considered rigid under the same conditions that the actuators can be. This means that
these joints have 0 DOF, or that they restrict all motion. Adding this factor into
Gruebler’s equation produces Equation 6.
𝐹 = 3 ∗ (𝑛 − 1) − 3 ∗ 𝑓0 − 2 ∗ 𝑓1 − 𝑓2

(6)

Where f0 represents any joint which restricts all motion and other variables are the same
as in Equation 5.
Because of the geometry of the faces any joint placed into the system will yield a fully
constrained or over constrained result. The faces are triangular and the analysis applies
only to rigid links connected with joints. The exact degree to which a structure is over
constrained is a better indicator of how mobile the structure will be once the links are
allowed to change shape. A structure with three links in a triangular formation and three
fully fixed joints would result in a value of (-3) when analyzed in two dimensions. The
same structure with pin joints in two dimensions would result in a value of (0). This
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structure is still fully constrained, but not over constrained. This is to say that no
actuation at any joint would result in motion of the rigid links as defined but if a single
additional freedom were allowed at any joint in the system it would become mobile. In a
structure with fully fixed links four additional freedoms would be needed to allow
motion.
Expanding this type of analysis to three dimensions is possible though equally
indeterminate for the primary structures analyzed here. In two dimensions a joint which
allows rotation but not translation is a pin joint. In three dimensions a joint which
performs the same function is a spherical joint; it allows rotation in three axes but
restricts all translation in those axes. Analyzing a tetrahedron composed of rigid links
with spherical joints would show that each limb could twist along its axis but not
translate or rotate in any other way. Because of this a structure constrained in this way
could never move because all of its faces are fully constrained planar arrangements.
Based on this basic analysis the structures here could not move with any type of joint if
the links were fully rigid. The elastofluidic actuators used here were not fully rigid which
is in part what allowed mobility in the structures analyzed. However, no matter how
flexible the actuators, given a fully rigid end condition no real mobility could be
accomplished. This is why silicone joint connections were used when constructing the
parallel architectures.
The silicone used in the joints was the same silicone used in the construction of the
actuators which meant that the joints had the same material properties as the actuators in
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terms of material stiffness and elastic deformation. If the actuators could be treated as
rigid links in the analysis then by extension of the silicone material properties the joints
should also be considered rigid. As was noted previously the actuators can be treated as
beams of regular cross section when analyzed over small deformations which means that
for small deformations the actuators can be considered rigid. This is why the stiffness of a
parallel arrangement of actuators is so much more significant than a single actuator
analyzed alone. If an actuator in small deflection can be treated like a rigid beam then an
arrangement of these actuators in small deformation should behave like an arrangement
of rigid beams with a significant stiffness akin to the stiffness of a simple truss. This
relationship is reflected in the results shown in Chapter 6.c.
The stiffness of a parallel arrangement in small deformation is a limited portion of the
overall picture. While it is true that for small deformations a parallel arrangement can be
considered like a series of rigid links and vertices in large deformation the system is not
so simple. To allow large deformation the end connections must bend or deform as well
as the actuators. When considering large deformation the silicone vertices behave more
like spherical joints than any other standard end connection.
As stated, a structure with rigid links but spherical joints cannot change shape. The
flexibility of both the actuators and the end conditions combined allows for large
deformations when actuated. The silicone end conditions allow motion but also apply a
resistive force when perturbed. Just as with the actuators themselves the silicone joints
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demonstrate increasing resistance which corresponds with how far from their initial shape
they have been deformed.
The complex shape of the vertex connections used in this research make calculating the
resistance to movement they provide difficult. However, it is logical to assume that a
larger mass of silicone with areas of solid mass would resist motion more as seen in
previous generations of tri-chamber actuators made at Bucknell and the parallel
arrangements attempted with them. The joints used in the parallel arrangements presented
have a minimal volume and so have a minimal amount of material useful for resisting
motion.
Take for example a simple twist accomplished by pressurizing the three upper actuators
of a tetrahedron as depicted in Figure 56. The motion created is a result of the top joint
allowing an angular increase in three dimensions between the connection points of the
actuators attached there as well as a smaller angular displacement of the base connection
of each of the three upright actuators. Without this deformation of the joints the structure
cannot move in any significant manner. Even increasing applied pressure will only
expand the actuators without bending them until they rupture.

ii. Cube Modifications

These observations should not imply that a successful elastofluidic parallel architecture
must have flexible or free joints. This flexibility is primarily necessary in structures with
a significant degree of redundancy or restricted movement. In a parallel architecture with
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faces of a different geometry a different type of joint might be more appropriate. Of the
structures explored during the course of research the cube is most likely to benefit from
the change to a more rigid joint condition.

Figure 58: A cube created using elastofluidic actuators

The cube in Figure 58 is constructed of square faces composed of actuators with silicone
connection points. This allowed the structure too much freedom and it slumped when
tested even without applied actuation simply from the weight of its components. When
examining based on the same equation used for the tetrahedron a single face of the cube
shows a single degree of freedom. This means that in a system composed of rigid links
and standard joints a square face with pin joints can move with applied actuation unlike
the triangular face discussed earlier. This freedom shows itself in the cube by allowing
slumping since there is no resistive force restricting the motion.
Changing the vertices of the cube from flexible to rigid in all directions or rigid in some
directions may improve the performance of that particular structure. A most ideal system
for a parallel architecture will be exactly fully constrained with no freedoms when not
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actuated. This could allow the compliance of the joints and actuators together to allow
motion.

iii. Flexible Printed Connections

A balance between fully rigid connection and fully flexible connections is obviously a
connection which demonstrates limited flexibility or a limited range of motion. Tuning
connections so that they allow only small motions or require more force to deflect could
change the performance of a parallel architecture.
For the research presented here many custom fixtures and connections were 3D printed in
PLAplastic. However, other materials exist which can be used in a similar manner but
which might provide more suitable behavior for soft parallel architectures. Flexible
elastomers or thermoplastics could be used in place of rigid plastics to create vertex
connections of varying stiffness. By moderating the geometry and density of end
connections 3D printed from flexible materials it may be possible to design and produce
tailored joints. These joints could be designed to allow similar freedoms to silicone joints
or to restrict motions in certain directions to improve the stiffness of the overall structure
even more.
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Appendix A: Plots of experimental data
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Figure 59: Plot of experimental data and calculated trend line for transverse linear stiffness
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Figure 60: Plot of experimental data and calculated trend line for transverse linear stiffness at a 90° offset
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Figure 61: Plot of experimental data and calculated trend line for torsional stiffness
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Figure 62: Plot of experimental data and calculated trend line for bending angular stiffness
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Figure 63: Plot of experimental data and calculated trend line for bending angular stiffness at a 90° offset
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Figure 64: Plot of experimental data and calculated trend line for axial stiffness
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Appendix B: FACT for active structures

In coordination with Jonathan Hopkins at the University of California, Los Angeles an
expansion of existing FACT (Freedom and Constraint Topologies) principles was
described in “Synthesizing Soft Parallel Robots Comprised of Active Constraints”
[28].This branch of FACT is designed specifically around active structures; arrangements
of elements which have the ability to deflect under loading as well as change shape
actively.
Up to this point FACT has described passive structures and elements; shapes or
mechanisms which can be deflected with an applied load but cannot alter their geometry
otherwise. This methodology allowed for the synthesis of complex systems of compliant
mechanisms by specifying a library of simple mechanisms to use. In addition FACT is
based around freedom spaces and constraint spaces and accounts for the interaction of
these spaces between mechanisms.
FACT for active structures is based off the same principles. A simple active structure can
be specified as some variation of an existing passive structure and its passive behavior is
treated the same way. After this passive analysis an active analysis of changing constraint
conditions is applied to examine possible motions for a given geometry. In this way a
structure can be defined as having some number of controlled motions in an actuation
space in addition to its normal freedom and constraint spaces. This actuation space is
comprised of the degrees of freedom which result from the actuators themselves.
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While this type of analysis may well extend into fully flexible arrangements of actuators,
most compliant mechanisms are analyzed with FACT by defining rigid sections and a
ground. The parallel architectures above have no rigid components or a defined ground
plane so they are unsuitable for an initial application of this expansion of FACT. For this
reason two modified parallel architectures were created which could be compared with a
FACT analysis. These were a triangular table and a modified octahedron / Stewart
platform as shown Figure 65.

Figure 65: CAD models of the triangular table and modified octahedron/ Stewart platform

These arrangements include actuators which provide an actuation space to the structure,
but also can demonstrate some passive flexibility. The triangular table is made of three
parallel actuators of the same length fixed at the ends into rigid plastic bases. These end
constraints affect the way that the actuator can behave limiting any useful motion to
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simple extension or contraction along an axis. The octahedron is constrained similarly
with rigid plastic bases creating a top and bottom surface, but the joints are left flexible
which still allows some bending of the actuators. However, for testing purposes the
actuation of this octahedron table was limited to simple extension of the actuators with no
bending.
Testing of these structures involved pressurizing the actuators so that they would extend
along their own central axes. In this way they behaved much like a simple piston which
can only extend or contract. The triangular table demonstrated a difficulty performing
any complex motions and was instead limited to simple tilts or an extension when all
three actuators were pressurized. Figure 66 shows a simple rotational motion
accomplished by pressurizing the rightmost actuator in the image, extending it. The upper
table tilts from the actuation.

Figure 66: A triangular table unpressurized (left) and with a single limb inflated (right)
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The octahedron table exhibits a wider range of motions because of its more complex
structure and because of the flexible joints incorporated in it. During testing motions
which demonstrated actuatable freedom in six degrees of freedom were attempted. It was
found that the octahedron table could demonstrate a motion in each of the six degrees of
freedom. Figure 67 shows the unactuated position of the octahedron table used for
experimentation. From this position axial tilts, twist, extension, and translation were
possible as shown in Figure 68, Figure 69, and Figure 70.

Figure 67: Octahedron table, unactuated
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Figure 68: Octahedron table actuated to tilt counter clockwise (left) and away from view (right)

Figure 69: Octahedron table twisting about its vertical axis (left) and extending along an axis (right)
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Figure 70: Octahedron table translating to the left (left) and to the right (right)

This mobility is novel for a system of this type of actuator. However, the complexity of
the system did not allow for a full FACT analysis of this arrangement.
Using FACT to synthesize active parallel structures can allow for a more effective end
product. FACT as it is currently used helps to define effective flexible structures. When
applied to a parallel architecture it can determine useful geometries and predict their
behaviors.

